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ABSTRACT
ANALYSIS OF POST-CRANIAL TRAITS FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF
BIOLOGICAL DISTANCE AMONG TEMPORALLY DISTINCT
NEW WORLD POPULATIONS OF AFRICAN DESCENT
by Claire Marie Dansereau
August 2013
This investigation examines change in post-cranial osteometric markers in
temporally distinct New World populations of African ancestry: Newton Plantation
series (17th-19th century Barbados; N = 16); two subsamples from the Hamann-Todd (HT) series (U.S.) based on birth year, 1865-1900 (N = 66) and 1901-1915 (N = 62); and
the Forensic Databank Collection (FDB) (20th century U.S.; N = 137). It was anticipated
that individuals from Newton would exhibit less admixture than those from H-T or FDB.
They were also predicted to demonstrate greater skeletal robusticity due to mechanical
loading. Additionally, it was expected that stature would increase over time due to better
nutrition and healthcare.
Nineteen measurements were taken on the os coxae, femur, and tibia. Crural and
platymetric indices were calculated to assess admixture. Stature and robusticity were
utilized to evaluate environmental variation. Statistical methods included linear
regression, one-way ANOVA, and Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
Platymeric index means for all groups were in the range of African Americans. Crural
index indicated a temporal trend toward European values in both sexes. Surprisingly,
robusticity was increasing rather than decreasing over time, with greater robusticity ratios
seen in females. Similar workloads, better nutrition, and weight gain likely contributed to
11

this. Stature also showed a temporal increase for both males and females, most likely due
to better nutrition. PCA indicated that most measurements clustered positively over time,
with transverse measurements at joints and bone lengths having the most notable
correlations. These findings support the project hypotheses and demonstrate the value of
using analysis of post-cranial remains to explore the African American experience.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is to examine patterns of metric skeletal changes among
four temporally-distinct populations of African descent. The United States has
experienced a considerable amount of social and political change in the last 150 years.
Slavery, the Great Migration and the one-drop rule are just a few examples of the factors
that have affected the African American experience from the later 17th century until well
into the 20th century. The significant societal changes in the North and South, adequacy
of nutrition, quality of living conditions, and level of workload can all impact skeletal
size and shape.
Variation in growth and development patterns in a population over time is likely
the result of both genetic and environmental factors. Biological distance studies are
useful in evaluating genetic variation in both modern and past populations, especially as
such studies concern changes in both skeletal and dental traits. Some investigators have
examined skin color and other physical characteristics to explore trait patterns in modern
populations (Parra et al., 2001 ). Biological distance investigations of past populations
often make use of cranial features. Research utilizing African American populations has
been conducted by Edgar (2007), employing dental morphology, and by Truesdell
(2005), examining cranial nonmetric traits. Additional studies on secular changes in
craniofacial morphology have most notably been conducted by Jantz and Jantz (2000).
Cranial and craniofacial analyses are excellent ways of assessing secular variation among
populations; however, at times post-cranial remains may be all that are available for
skeletal biological distance exploration.
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Post-cranial remains from four populations are used in this study, each from a
unique time frame. The first population is the Newton series a 17th to 19th century slave
population from Barbados. Newton is the earliest group utilized for this investigation and
acts as a comparative standard for others. The second sample analyzed is the HamannTodd collection, which contains individuals from the Cleveland, Ohio area. This series
was divided into two time periods, comprised of those individuals born prior to the year
1900 and those born after 1900. Lastly is the Forensic Data Bank (FDB), which contains
data from forensic cases around the United States with birth dates spanning from the
early to late 20th century. Additionally, data from comparative African American
samples are considered to examine the ubiquity of the findings from this study.
Post-cranial markers that are assessed in this investigation are length and
transverse measurements which were taken from the femur, tibia, and pelvis. These
elements were chosen because changes that occur in tibial and femoral limb proportions
are also thought to be reflected in the pelvis (Van Gerven, 1972; Wescott, 2006b).
Various techniques are utilized to explore the potential for morphological change in these
elements. Certain indices are employed to test for possible admixture, and principal
component analysis was used to assess the potential effects of environmental variation.
Proposed Hypotheses
There are two hypotheses that I wish to address with this investigation. Firstly, it
is anticipated that individuals from Newton would have experienced less admixture than
the individuals from the Hamann-Todd Collection or the FDB. As such, it is likely that
the Newton remains will be closer to African skeletal proportions than the H-Tor FDB
collections. Because of segregation in Cleveland in the 20th century it is probable that
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the H-T groups would have experienced some European admixture and possibly some
North American Indian admixture, but not much. The Great Migration, or the movement
of African Americans from the South to the North for a majority of the 20th century,
probably would not have had much impact genetically on the post 1900 H-T group, as
suggested by Edgar (2007). Williamson's (1995) research pointed out the Civil Rights
Movement would have paved the way for more interaction between Whites and Blacks.
Because ofthis it is expected that the FDB will be the most admixed group, with skeletal
proportions being closer to those of North American Indians and European Americans as
seen in Edgar's (2007) study.
Secondly, if admixture is not the primary cause of skeletal variation, then the
environment will likely have had an impact. Changes in habitual workload likely would
have contributed significantly to skeletal change between African Americans and the
enslaved Newton population. So it is probable that Newton individuals will exhibit
greater skeletal robusticity from mechanical loading than Hamann-Todd or the FDB
It is expected that changes in diet and health would also have contributed to

changes in skeletal proportions in the populations utilized for this study. Nutrition for
slaves was quite poor according to Kiple and Kiple (1980). The pre-1900 H-T group
might have been more fortunate before the turn of the century according to Miller and
Wheeler (1997); however, health would have declined significantly after 1900 because of
overcrowding and fewer job opportunities. Over the course of the 20th century in the
U.S., there has been a dramatic improvement in health and nutrition, as evidenced by
Costa and Steckel (1997). Based upon these trends it is likely that stature will increase
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from Newton to pre-1900 H-T with a possible decline in post-1900 H-T group. The FDB
is expected to be the tallest of these groups.
This study contributes to expanding the understanding of the degree to which
admixture and environmental changes have impacted African American populations over
time. Few studies have ever been undertaken for New World populations of African
descent, so information it yields is unique and helps to illuminate patterns of variation in
the African American experience. Furthermore, because of its distinctive nature, this
study can contribute to further research in skeletal biological distance studies.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

Literature relating to metric analyses of the post-cranial skeleton for the purposes
of biological distance research is uncommon. As such, cranial and post-cranial
investigations exploring secular change in living and past populations are presented
below.
Biological distance and its impact on the African American gene pool will be
explored. Additionally, investigations employing markers commonly used in post-cranial
studies will be examined, and finally there will be a brief analysis of some of the
processes, both environmental and genetic, that can contribute to skeletal change.
Biological Measures for Admixture in African Americans
Defining Biological Distance

Biological distance studies are "utilized to measure the degree of relatedness or
divergence between populations, or subgroups within populations based upon polygenic
skeletal and dental traits" (Larsen, 1997, p. 302). Biological distance studies can reflect
both environmental and genetic components among populations (Buikstra, Frankenberg,
& Konigsberg, 1990). There are two primary classes of biodistance data, metric and

nonmetric traits. Metric traits are derived from linear measurements, such as lengths and
breadths, and are often transformed into indices which are then used to characterize the
shape of the portion of the skeleton being studied. Nonmetric traits are discrete traits that
have traditionally been scored dichotomously in terms of presence or absence. However
nonmetric trait categories now "reflect the additive effect of multiple genes, and are
scored in multi-stages from absent to full expression, which provides more significant
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information about the genome than dichotomous scoring does" (Buikstra & Ubelaker,
1994, p. 86).
Biological distance can be a problematic field because there are numerous factors
that can influence the expression of skeletal traits other than genetics. External variables,
such as those caused by the environment, can facilitate significant skeletal changes, and
environmental variation is random with respect to the traits being analyzed. Because of
this, skeletal and dental heritability is not precisely understood (Larsen, 1997). Some
researchers, such as Armelagos and Van Gerven (2003), believe that biological distance
research is "essentialist and typological" (Stojanowski & Buikstra, 2004, p. 430). They
specifically focus on the question of whether increasing numbers of"racial-biological
distance schemes" causes the importance of biodistance research to decrease
(Stojanowski & Buikstra, 2004, p. 430). Armelagos and Van Gerven (2003) stress the
need to return to skeletal biology studies that are used as a means to better understand
morphology from a functional perspective and evolution/adaptation from a biocultural
perspective.
Although Armelagos and Van Gerven (2003) associate biological distance with
racial typologies, this is not frequently seen in current research. The majority of this
research has been non-typological in nature, focusing more exclusively on human
variation in relationship to both evolutionary and cultural processes (Stojanowski &
Buikstra, 2004). Contemporary biological distance research goes beyond racial typology
and helps to answer questions about continuities, discontinuities, and past population
structure. Additionally, biodistance is also useful for the "interpretation of biological
trends among living populations and their ancestors in ter;ms of secular change" (Larsen,
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1997, p. 332). This research can be beneficial to studies relating to prehistoric
populations, examining evolutionary history, or in interpreting gene drift, selection, gene
flow, and the influence of geography and other such isolating mechanisms on population
relatedness (Conner, 1990).
Investigations in biological distance have been conducted for the Native
American Grave Protection and Repatriation Act in the hopes of determining
relationships among tribes based on skeletal traits rather than through the use of
destructive DNA analysis (Rose, Green, & Green, 1996). For instance, the Chickasaw
have requested biological distance research be conducted using dental traits (Marie
Danforth, 2012, personal communication). Studies such as these can also answer
questions concerning the nature of residence patterns (Buikstra et al., 1990).
Furthermore, similar research can be utilized to address evolutionary histories and
determine the degree to which biological relatedness plays a role in how a population
responds to both disease and stress spanning an archaeological series by determining the
nature of heritability among populations without the use of destructive DNA analyses.
Additionally, biodistance can be viewed as a background for paleodemography
and paleopathology, as genetic heritability can help to explain the nature of burial
patterns and population migration. In paleopathology, responses to stress and disease can
vary among populations, so it is essential to consider the nature of relationships within
and between past populations to properly analyze these variations (Buikstra et al., 1990).
Responses to disease and stress can vary across populations, so the validity of
epidemiological statements must be strengthened by considering biological relationships
within and between past populations (Buikstra et al., 1990). Archaeological and
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biohistorical issues can also be addressed, such as those questions that arise from cultural
and biological changes in the past and how these changes influenced extrinsic versus
local circumstances. For instance, Conner (1990) explained that, with the development
of horticulture in the Late Woodland, there was a population expansion through
fissioning and the development of tribal social networks, which significantly increased
gene flow within the region. Most importantly, this indicates that there were increased
rates of admixture in the region as a result of gene flow.
Historical Perspectives on the Composition ofthe African American Gene Pool
Biological distance studies are beneficial to understanding modem populations by
showing degrees of admixture within and between groups. Understanding the social
history of a population benefits biological distance research, as historical events can
impact a group as much as genetics. When African slaves were initially brought to
America, they had many of the same rights as their owners, and until the 1600s they
abided by the same laws and could even buy their own freedom (Shanklin, 1994). A
historical event that furthered the boundaries between White and Blacks in America was
the one-drop rule.
The one-drop rule stipulated that even one drop of African American blood
automatically classified an individual as Black. The one-drop rule is more historically
known as the principle of hypodescent (Hickman, 1997). Hypodescent has taken place in
many ways and at many different times, and each time the rules are different. American
hypodescent originates in the property interests of slaveholders, in that the children of
slave women and their White owners would be considered slaves adding to the
slaveholders property (Hollinger, 2003). In the 1660s, hypodescent was utilized as a
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solution to stopping mixed individuals from passing as White; children of enslaved
mothers, or anyone with any trace of Black heritage were to be considered Black
(Khanna, 201 0). The principle of hypodescent continued to persist after the end of
slavery in 1865; at this time, legally sanctioned racial segregation came about in the form
of Jim Crow. Some slave era and Jim Crow regimes permitted fractional classifications,
stipulating that "Octoroons," "Quadroons," and "Mulattoes" be counted separately and
allowed certain rights (Hollinger, 2003, p. 1369). In 1910, the one-drop rule was
officially adopted as a law in Tennessee; other states followed suit up to the 1930s. After
1920 Mulatto was dropped from the federal census, and a Virginia statute was revised to
stipulate that a White person was considered such only if they had no trace of blood other
than Caucasian; this was soon adopted by other states (Hollinger, 2003).
During the early 1900s, the Great Migration was also taking place. The Great
Migration lasted from around 1910 to 1970 and is thought to be one of the most
significant demographic events to occur in the United States (Tolnay, 2003).
Occupational segregation and economic factors created a strong incentive for African
Americans to move to the North in search of better opportunities (Tolnay, 2003). The
Great Migration also occurred as a result of Northern employers seeking Southern Blacks
and Whites as a more inexpensive source oflabor when World War I led to more
restrictive immigration policies (Tolnay, 2003). Throughout the Great Migration, the
one-drop rule and Jim Crow persisted until 1964, when they were brought to a close with
the signing of the Civil Rights Act and Voting Rights Act (Morris, 1999).
All of these historical events have had an impact on the African American gene
pool. Historical accounts examined by Williamson (1995) seemed to indicate that
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admixed individuals (mulattoes) were fewer in number in the lower South because
African Americans (AA) outnumbered European Americans (EA), as a great number of
slaves were introduced to the South prior to the Civil War (Williamson, 1995). As such,
the percentage of mulattoes as compared to AA shrank. Because of social constructions
like the one-drop rule and Jim Crow, it is problematic to attempt to assess the true
number of mixed individuals in the U.S. during the late 1800s. In 1918, it was estimated
that three-quarters of AA were of mixed ancestry. Following the Great Migration and
Civil Rights Movement AA and EA admixture increased in the United States
(Williamson, 1995). In 2000 mixed race categories were added to the census; between
2000 and 2010 the number of individuals who reported themselves as mixed grew by
35%. The largest multi-race group in the 2010 census was White/Black at 1.8 million
(Saulny, 2011).
It has been noted that admixture levels vary across the U.S. Estimates show

European contribution to the African American gene pool to be around 20% (Parra et al.
2001). This estimate varies locally; for instance, rural Southern African Americans may
have admixture estimates of less than 10% while large urban areas in the North might
exceed 30% (Wienker, 1987). This is supported by genetic research as well. Parra et al.,
(2001) have used genetic markers to determine the extent ofEuropean admixture in
several living African American communities. Utilizing mtDNA andY-chromosomal
markers, they compared six different sample populations from South Carolina to parental
population samples from Africa and Europe. Findings indicated that Europeans had
contributed 3.5% to 17.7% of the ancestry to the six South Carolina communities (Parra
et al., 2001), illustrating that the amount of genetic admixture varied considerably in
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African American individuals even in a relatively limited area (Mielke, Konigsberg, &
Relethford, 2001 ).
American Indian/African American admixture is low in the United States. An
investigation by Parra and colleagues (1998) found that in a sample of more than 1,000
African Americans pooled from 10 areas ofthe United States, only four individuals had
an Amerindian haplotype for the maternal line (Parra et al., 1998, p. 1848). The results
ofthis study do contradict historical research which indicates that there are many triracial communities from Alabama to New York that still hold to a
Black/White/Amerindian ancestry (Nash, 1995). Historical records indicated that from
the 1600s to the 1800s there was a rise in African American and American Indian
admixture, as escaping slaves sought refuge with American Indian groups (Nash, 1995).
In 1824, the Cherokee even attempted to "outlaw interracial marriage along with
adopting other aspects of European American institutions, including slavery" (Nash,
1995, p. 948). Parra and colleagues (1998) note that today many African American
college students claim North American Indian ancestry. However, while many
individuals in the United States believe themselves to be oftri-racial or mixed heritage,
genetically this may not always be the case.
In an investigation by Pollitzer et al. (1977), DNA analysis and physical
measurements were utilized to determine the genetic contributions of parent populations
to a relatively isolated community of Cajuns living in southern Alabama. The community
was thought to be tri-racial, consisting of Black, White, and North American Indian
ancestry based on historical documents, physical appearance, and surnames. In addition
to physical measurements, skin color means also fell within the White range. Results
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from the analysis of serological data were interesting, as there was remarkably little
presence ofNorth American Indian genes; instead about 70% of the population's genetic
contributions were White and the other 30% was Black. Admixture studies such as
Pollitzer's are beneficial to biological distance research by helping to identify ties
between modem populations using serological and physical traits.
Additional admixture studies by Pollitzer have been conducted on the Gullah
population of South Carolina. Using serology and bone morphology, Pollitzer (1999)
had determined that the Gullah were closer to West Africans and more removed from
European Americans than any other African American groups. Serological studies of
abnormal hemoglobins in the Gullah aided in identifying this population as being closer
genetically to West Africans. Sickle cell anemia is caused when abnormal alleles are
inherited from both parents; abnormal hemoglobins result when the allele is inherited
from only one parent (Pollitzer, 1999). The trait that causes the condition has been
shown to occur in roughly 14% of the Gullah population, but in other African American
groups the trait occurs in only 8% of individuals (Pollitzer, 1999). The high rate for the
sickle cell trait found in the Gullah is close to the sickle cell rates found in Africa.
Additionally Pollitzer (1999) found that blood types indicated that only 6% of Gullah
ancestry came from non-Africans.
These admixture investigations are essential to furthering the understanding of
how African Americans have been affected genetically. However, there are numerous
stumbling blocks in obtaining accurate estimates. For instance, biology does not always
correlate with history, as evidenced by the supposed tri-racial group of South Alabama
used in Pollitzer et al. ' s 1977 study. Populations such as this may have become diluted
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over time, resulting in genetic admixture that favors one parental population over others.
Other issues lie predominately in local variation, as "black America" consists of a variety
of rural, urban, Northern, Western, and Southern populations (Wienker, 1987, p. 265).
With studies involving African American admixture, it is important to remember that
demographic movements of the past 50 years, specifically the Great Migration, have
changed the distribution of African Americans in the United States (Parra et al., 1998).
This could account for variation in admixture seen between Northern and Southern
African American samples (Parra et al., 1998). With these challenges in mind, certain
methods for studying living population admixture might provide more beneficial results
than others. For instance, mtDNA andY-chromosomal markers give researchers the
ability to more accurately link modem populations to parental populations and then
compare this information to historical, cultural, and anthropological evidence (Parra et
al., 2001). This method, more so than serological studies or morphology, allows for a
better understanding of the genetic history of modem populations and gives investigators
insight in to the degree of admixture these groups have experienced.
Methods for Assessing Past Population Distance
Distance studies of past populations are vital to understanding human variation
and how it has been impacted by admixture over time. Rose ( 1985) has conducted
historical admixture research on the Cedar Grove population of Arkansas. The Cedar
Grove site was excavated in 1982 by the Arkansas Archaeological Survey (Rose, 1985).
About 125 graves were mapped, although it is estimated that there might have been 200
or more graves in the cemetery. The 79 individuals that were recovered represent 40% of
the total estimated time usage of the cemetery, from 1890 to 1927 (Rose, 1985), and
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those interred considered themselves to be Black Americans of African descent (Rose,
1985). To analyze ancestry Rose utilized cranial morphology and the Giles and Elliot
discriminant function formulae (Rose, 1985, p. 144). Of the individuals recovered only
28.6% had skulls that could sufficiently be analyzed to determine population affiliation.
Seven of the females and three of the males were classified as Black (Rose, 1985). The
remainder of the skulls that could be assessed reported as matching American Indian
traits more so than African American traits (Rose, 1985). This study also stipulates that
the criteria Rose utilized are subjective, and while they may be useful in forensic
investigation they' do not provide a measure of genetic distance (Rose, 1985).
Bioarchaeologists have also used analyses of skeletal populations to explore the
interaction of biological and cultural constructs of African American racial categories.
Edgar (2007) investigated biological affinity between African Americans and populations
who would have contributed the most to their gene pool, European Americans and West
Africans. Dental characteristics were analyzed using mean measure of divergence to
trace gene flow in a sample of265 individuals comprised ofEuropean Americans (EA),
African Americans (AA), and historical parental populations of Europeans (EU) and
West Africans (WA). Early (1650-1850), middle (1825-1910), and late (1920-1960) time
periods provided temporal divides. The hypothesis for this study was that earlier AA
groups would be more similar to W A, while more recent AA samples would be more
similar toEA (Edgar, 2007). Historical evidence has indicated that AA with lighter skin
were more likely to have migrated to the North during the Great Migration than darker
skinned AA. It is assumed that skin color differences are related to genetic admixture,
and individuals with more admixture are more likely to migrate (Edgar, 2007).
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Results indicated that there was a gradual trend away from WA with admixture
nearly doubling between each temporal group. Early to middle AA were more similar to
EU; however, in the later period distance seemed to increase among all groups (Edgar,
2007). This might imply that non-WA and non-EU admixture was being included. There
is little evidence in these results to support that early AA have more admixture than later
AA. Differences over time lie more in distances between groups; for instance distance
decreases over time between EU and early/middle AA. Ancestry is likely the primary
influence on group relation (Edgar, 2007).
Contrary to the initial hypothesis admixture seems to be greater in individuals that
did not migrate to urban and northern areas during the Great Migration (Edgar, 2007).
Gene flow seems to have had no statistically significant effect on early populations; there
could also be a sampling error involved with the study because the WA sample utilized
was remarkably small (Edgar, 2007). Another issue was the WA samples were chosen to
represent the earliest group that would have represented the ancestors of individuals
drawn into the slave trade. However, Edgar found it nearly impossible to find a large
sample of WA that would have been adults by 1810 (Edgar, 2007). Furthermore, trait
frequency changes did not match up with significant historical events of the time, such as
the Civil War and the Jim Crow era following the Civil War (Edgar, 2007). Edgar (2007)
concluded that the hypothesis concerning the divergence of AA from their WA ancestry,
instead becoming more similar to EU over time, was supported by the findings of her
investigation.
Truesdell (2005) investigated patterns of variation among American Blacks and
Whites by analyzing nonmetric traits of the skull. She utilized skeletal materials from the
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Terry and Bass collections, which date from the late 1800s to the present. Nonmetric
traits were beneficial to this research because they allowed for quick observations that did
not require instruments. Twelve traits expected to yield a high degree of accuracy in
determining race from cranial features were chosen (Truesdell, 2005). Reported race for
this study came from morgue records and family reports. Truesdell explained that these
records could be seen as a source of inaccuracy, as reported race may not correspond to
biological ancestry because the concept of racial categories has changed in America,
which can affect the assessment of race when dealing with historic as opposed modem
populations (Truesdell, 2005). Truesdell argues that understanding differences caused by
environmental and genetic factors is important to the field of forensic anthropology so
that an accurate assessment can be made about an individual.
In Truesdell's analysis, Black females could not be evaluated because there was
only a small number available; only Black males, White males, and White females could
be utilized. Each of these groups showed a change over time facially, with the lower face
modifYing at a faster rate than the upper face (Truesdell, 2005). This pattern
corresponded to results of research conducted by Jantz and Jantz (2000) using metric
traits of the crania in American Blacks and Whites from the Hamann-Todd, Terry and
Forensic Data Bank collections. Jantz and Jantz (2000) found that cranial vault increased
with a narrowing of the face over time in these groups. Truesdell concluded by saying
that because population intermixing occurs at such a high rate, there will certainly be an
effect on skeletal morphology. The human skull is also highly plastic, and changes may
potentially occur in a short amount of time because of improved nutrition and lowered
disease rates (Truesdell, 2005). In forensics, being able to trace this admixture through
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nonmetric studies is beneficial because anthropologists will inevitably encounter the
effects of these changes, and being able to identify admixture is vital to biological
distance in modem populations (Truesdell, 2005).
Assessing Biological Distance Using Post-Cranial Traits
There are several markers on the post-cranial skeleton that are conducive to
determining ancestral background, thus assisting in biological distance investigations.
Baker, Gill, and Kieffer (1990) conducted research using the anterior outlet ofthe
intercondylar notch of the distal femur to determine race and sex differences between
European Americans and African Americans, notch heights greater in size than 30mm
corresponded with African Americans, and numbers less than 30mm correspond to
European Americans. The total sample size for this population was 250, of which 132
were African Americans. Of the females, 40 had notch heights of 31 mm or greater and
82.50% of those were considered Black. In comparison, 79.92% with heights of29mm
or fewer were White (Baker et al., 1990). For males, 69.44% of White males had notch
heights below·31 mm, and 69.1% of the Black males had notch heights of 31 mm or more
(Baker et al., 1990). Success rates were fair for females, but low for males. Baker and
colleagues (1990) indicate that the ratio of femur length tq notch height can affect
measurements as well as the surface on which the measurement is taken.
Another investigation utilizing features of the post-cranial skeleton for the
purposes of determining ancestral affinity was conducted by i~can and Cotton (1990).
Using a sample of224 White and Black individuals from the Hamann-Todd collection
the individuals were divided into four sex/race groups. Twenty-one measurements were
taken, six from the pelvis, seven from the femur, and eight from the tibia. They
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conducted discriminant function analyses using stepwise methods employing the Wilks
lambda minimization procedure (i~can & Cotton, 1990). Individuals that had negative
scores were classified as White, scores close to zero were considered misclassifications,
and positive scores correlate with Black individuals.
The success rates obtained for individual bones were much lower than when the
researchers combined bone variables. For instance, the tibia for Black males had an
average success rate of78.4%, and 87.0% for White males. For Black females, this
dropped to 66.1 %, and for White females this average dropped to 75.5%. However,
when the variables were combined (e.g., pelvis+ femur+ tibia) the researchers correctly
identified the 48 Black males 95.8% of the time and the 50 White males 94.0% of the
time (i~can & Cotton, 1990). Black females had slightly lower averages (about 93%)
than Black and White males but had much higher rates than White females (about
87.5%). i~can and Cotton (1990) found that of the 21 measurements utilized in this
investigation, seven had success rates of 95%, with the femur showing the least amount
of metric variation (67%). Furthermore, the investigators note that it is vital to remember
"human biological variation runs along a clinal path;" therefore, this method might not
work as well for more admixed populations because the distinctions for racial
identification become less clear (i~can & Cotton, 1990, p. 88).
A similar study was conducted in 1983 by i~can who took measurements from
400 pelvises belonging to Black and White individuals ofthe Terry collection. In all
categories, the measurements for Whites of both sexes exceeded Blacks with statistically
significant means, with anterior-posterior height displaying the greatest variation (i~can,
1983). Race was correctly identified for 83% of males and 88% of females. i~can points
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out that a significant factor that should be considered in discriminant function studies is
variations that occur in a population via secular change. Additionally, the environment
and socioeconomic factors of a group also play a role in the results that could be obtained
from discriminate function investigations (i~can, 1983).
Research on determining race from the pelvis and femur has also been conducted
by DiBennardo and Taylor (1983). The investigators utilize multiple discriminant
function analysis to assess 32 dimensions collected from the innominates and femora of
260 Black and White individuals from the Terry collection. In this study, racial
differences were evident via the size and robusticity of the pelvis, which was greater for
Whites. Additionally, the femora of Black individuals tended to be longer and more
gracile than those of their White counterparts (DiBennardo & Taylor, 1983).
Significantly, race and sex (also examined in the study) were correctly identified 95% of
the time; the high accuracy of these predictions was thought to be due to the combination
of the pelvis and femur. An additional test was run using only femoral length and iliac
height; the overall accuracy of determination fell to 64%, with a majority of the
misclassifications falling under the sex category; race proved to be more accurate at 87%
(DiBennardo & Taylor, 1983).
The sacrum has also been utilized in attempts to predict race. Zivin·(2007)
reexamined and tested previous methods by Radlauer (1908), Olivier (1969), and Flander
(1978) in determining race and sex using the sacrum. The samples for this research were
pulled from the Terry collection, Bass collection, and the skeletal collection at the
University of Tennessee-Chattanooga and focused on secular change between both
American Blacks and Whites. Zivin (2007) found that, for secular changes, maximum
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height of curvature and A-P diameter of the inside epiphyseal ring were larger in White
males from the Bass Collection. These two measurements were the only ones in the
analysis of the results that proved to be statistically significant. The transverse diameter
of the outside epiphyseal ring was found to be larger in Black males. For race
determination, the sacra of White females were larger than Black females in every
measurement except for the transverse diameter of the outside epiphyseal ring. When the
sample was separated by race, discriminant function analysis was more successful at
classifying ancestry; rates varied from 83-89%, which was just as accurate as results seen
using craniometric data (Zivin, 2007).
Holliday and Ruff (200 1) examined relative variation in the human proximal and
distal limb segments by taking crural and brachial indices. Lower indices are found in
colder, arctic environs while higher indices are found more often in tropical
environments. European Americans and African Americans have had positive change in
brachial and crural indices over time; this is due to better nutrition and health care
(Holliday & Ruff, 2001). A sample of924 individuals was used from 20 different
populations originating from Africa, Asia, Europe, and North America. Of the total
sample, there were 31 male and 29 female African Americans. Holliday and Ruff (200 1)
wanted to test whether limb segments exhibited equal variance over time, as the null
hypothesis. Additionally, they tested between population variance (which was associated
with climate factors). The null was rejected according to variance-covariance matrices,
although within-group variability could not be rejected, as distal limb segments were
more variable than proximal segments (Holliday & Ruff, 2001 ). Between-group
patterning indicated that the tibia was more variable in males, with African Americans
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exhibiting larger tibia-to-stature ratios than European Americans. It seems as though the
variation between groups occurs early in fetal development. Furthermore, the exact
mechanisms that support differential growth such as this are complex and poorly
understood. The most likely causes of differential growth in this investigation are due to
improved nutrition, better healthcare, cold-induced vasoconstriction, an.d a large genetic
factor (Holliday & Ruff, 2001 ).
Investigations such as these provide vital information for tracing origins and
determining how much of an impact the environment and population changes can have
on post-cranial ancestry markers.
Factors That Impact Skeletal Morphology
Numerous factors other than genetics can affect post-cranial skeletal morphology
in a multitude of ways, such as impacting bone growth through poor nutrition, causing a
built up bone as a result of intense repetitive activity, or pathological conditions. It is
essential to make note of these factors in studies that directly analyze post-cranial bone
morphology.

Nutrition
The previously discussed studies all suggest that the environment can have a
significant effect on bone morphology. One such factor is nutrition. Nutritional
deficiencies can have a substantial impact on bone growth and also the shape of bones,
chiefly during childhood development when bone growth is reflective of both biological
well-being and developmental status (Humrnert & Van Gerven, 1983). Effects to the
post-cranial skeleton from malnutrition in adults are varied. Lack of calcium intake and
advancing age could result in osteoporosis, which contributes to adult bone loss. Bone
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formation lags with increased age; most observers note a loss of 30% or more of bone,
with reabsorption being more common in women (Ortner & Putschar, 1985).
Osteoporosis in the trunk primarily affects the spine, ribs, pelvis, and femoral neck. The
femoral neck often exhibits the most characteristic changes (Ortner & Putschar, 1985).
Observations during World War II in European concentration camps described
severe osteoporosis and osteomalacia caused by protein deficiency (Ortner & Putschar,
1985). Rickets, caused by vitamin D deficiency, "became common in industrialized
countries where metropolitan crowding was an issue" (Ortner & Putschar, 1985, p. 274).
Rickets has the highest frequency of occurrence between the ages of six months and two
years; it causes a bowing of the femur and tibia by retarding growth pliability. Even after
healing has taken place, bending deformities can persist for the rest of an individual's life
(Ortner & Putschar, 1985). Over-reliance on certain foods like maize or millet can cause
bone mass reductions in adults as well (Martin, Goodman, & Armelagos, 1985). This
bone loss has been evidenced in modem Inuit populations in Alaska and Canada, where
calcium consumption is rare (Agarwal, 2008). Calcium has a heavy influence on the
growth and development of the skeleton. Individuals who receive adequate nutritional
intake are better able to reach their genetic growth potential, whereas those with poor
nutrition do not (Larsen, 1997). Agarwal (2008) explains that the influences of calcium,
protein, vitamin D, and other nutrients on bone mass and development are complex. A
suite of factors must be considered when examining bone loss in past populations; the
biological environment may be as much at play as nutrition.
Costa and Steckel (1997) have utilized historical records to assess patterns of
health and growth in the 19th and 20th centuries in the United States. Evidence was
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collected on body mass index, lean body mass, waist-hip ratio, and the prevalence of
chronic conditions is also presented (Costa & Steckel, 1997). Based on health records of
Union soldiers and other data, height began to decline nationwide in the 19th century the
reasons for this are unclear. The 20th century has given rise to dramatic improvements in
both health and economic indicators. These health trends remained unbroken even
through the Great Depression (Costa & Steckel, 1997). A major advance in health care in
the United States was the development of antibiotics in the 1930s; at this time there was a
rapid increase in height as well. Nutrition improved in large part due to public health
investments. Additionally, there was a reduction in the populations exposed to infectious
disease (Costa & Steckel, 1997). All of these factors would have contributed to improved
skeletal health.
Activity

Another crucial factor affecting bone size is physical stress. Specifically,
anything that could cause a buildup of bone will possibly skew results. Activity, the
environment, and age all have various effects on bone. A concept often applied when
studying variations in bone morphology is Wolffs Law. In a literature review developed
by Ruff, Holt, and Trinkhaus (2006) it is explained that Wolffs Law essentially describes
the way that bone adapts to functional loading on the skeleton during an individual's life
(Ruff et al., 2006). Some scholars object to the use of the term "Wolffs Law," as there
are several misconceptions with the methods that Wolff used to develop it. The term
"bone functional adaptation" is often utilized instead, which states " 1) organisms have
the ability to adapt their structure to new living conditions, and 2) bone cells are capable
of responding to local mechanical stresses" (Ruff et al., 2006, p. 485).
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Greater strain on the skeleton, through increased activity level, causes the bone to
build on itself, which allows the body to reach equilibrium in order to cope with
increasing strain. Decreased strain leads to reabsorption of bone, as robust bones are not
required in cases where individuals are leading less activity-laden lives. In athletes,
changes in bone dimensions were initially thought to be caused by increased mechanical
loading, but were the result of repairing microcracks in the bone due to "chronic fatigue
damage;" this process usually involves the deposition of woven bone into lamellar bone
(Ruff et al., 2006, p. 487). This is considered to be more of an adaptive response to
increased activity loading that does not fall under normal bone mechanical adaptation
since microcracks are thought to repair throughout life (Ruff et al., 2006). In age related
studies it has been noted that there is typically a reduction of bone response to
mechanical loading because activity levels decrease over time as one ages; therefore,
bony response is no longer required to maintain the same equilibrium (Ruff et al., 2006).
Skeletal morphological changes resulting from increased activity loads are important
considerations for the temporal aspect of biological distance studies that compare
populations with varied amounts of physical activity. Individuals who had to undergo
more mechanical pressures on their limbs will have more robust "built-up" bones than
individuals who would have had fewer physical strains.
During childhood when bone plasticity is greater, activity-induced skeletal
changes are thought to be most marked. The juvenile growth period is considered the
most crucial and formative for bone mechanical properties (Meyer, Nicklisch, Held,
Fritsch, & Alt, 2011). It has been proven that there is a distinct correlation between
laterality and the age at which an intensive mechanical loading began. For instance, the
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greatest differences between athletes, in terms of playing side versus non-playing side,
are found in those individuals who started training at young ages and continued this
repetitive activity throughout adolescence and into adulthood (Meyer et al., 2011).
Sexual dimorphism may also be impacted by variations in mechanical loading. On
average, males of most populations demonstrate greater upper body robusticity, which is
likely the result of greater physical activity at a younger age. This can vary between
populations and can be dependent upon behavioral patterns (Ruff, 2008). For instance,
Southwestern Native American females have slightly stronger humeri in relation to their
male counterparts, which may be a result of their strenuous lifestyle (Ruff, 2008). In
addition, because females have wider hips due to reproductive requirements, it is
expected that this would create larger mediolateral bending in the proximal femur, which
causes the proximal femur to be more robust in females (Ruff, 2008).
Throughout life, human bone adapts to activity-related mechanical demands that
are placed upon it (Wescott, 2008). Anatomical markers that result from habitual
activities are known as pressure changes to distinguish them from trauma and
modifications associated with age (Kennedy, 1989). Loading forces that act on bone
include tension, compression, shear, bending, and torsion. To prevent failure, bone reacts
to these forces by modeling ways to counter the amount of physical loading that the bone
has to bear. This is reflected in bone diameter, cross-sectional shape, and cortical
thickness (Wescott, 2008). Interpretations of skeletal responses vary considerably as to
the activity involved in the formation of irregularities. Some researchers have attempted
to isolate a single habitual activity as the primary cause of an enthesopathic lesion while
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others speculate that an entire suite of traits may be the result of a single behavioral
pattern (Kennedy, 1989).
Investigations concerning multiple samples ofNorth American Indians have
found that long bone strength corresponds more to strains due to workload than to
mobility or terrain (Wescott, 2008). Investigations into prehistoric, early historic, and
modem North American groups by Wescott (2006a) yield fascinating results concerning
the effect of workload versus mobility and terrain. Femoral dimensions were collected
from adult individuals in the University of Tennessee/Smithsonian Institution (UT/SI)
post-cranial database, the Terry collection and the Forensic Data Bank in order to assess
changes in mobility. Robusticity was calculated by adding the anterior-posterior (APM)
and medial-lateral midshaft (MLM) diameters together, and then multiplying the sum by
100 and dividing by femoral head diameter (FHD) ((100 X APM+MLM)/FHD). This
formula provides a measure of bone strength and average resistance to bending (Wescott,
2006a). Femur head was used in place of femur length in the robusticity calculation
because it is thought to provide a greater correlation with body weight.
Results indicated that Americans have undergone significant changes in
robusticity, midshaft shape, and femur length over the last 150 years. Midshaft shape
especially has increased over time, particularly in females, which is likely due to a
decrease in midshaft mediolateral diameter rather than an increase in anteroposterior
diameter. Females were also more robust than males in the least mobile groups and
males were more robust than females in the most mobile groups. Mobility does not
solely impact skeletal variation; factors like genetics, climate, terrain type, and age also
affect skeletal dimensions (Wescott, 2006a). However, there is no way to determine the
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cause of this change. Additionally, sexual dimorphism was found to be greater among
mobile hunter-gatherer populations, most probably due to differences in behavior or
activity. Populations that begin adult work activities at younger ages exhibit greater
sexual dimorphism than populations who expect juveniles to begin work activities at an
older age (Wescott, 2006a).
Another investigation by Wescott (2006b) uses the femur to determine when
subtrochanteric shape is established during development. Femoral subtrochanteric shape,
using platymeric index (PI), has been documented to be fairly reliable in distinguishing
between adult Native Americans and American Blacks and Whites. Biological
anthropologists divide the range of measurements (55mm to 125mm), dividing PI into
three categories: platymeric, eurymeric, and stenomeric (Brown, 2006). Native
Americans have more platymeric (oval) shaped subtrochanteric diaphysis with PI values
less than 84.9. American Black and White adults are more circular in shape, or
eurymeric (85 to 99.9) and stenomeric (> 100) (Brown, 2006; Wescott, 2006b).
Wescott took mediolateral and anteroposterior measurements at the femur
subtrochanteric in addition to diaphyseal length from subadults ranging from birth to 18
years of age. The sample size included 74 Native American (historic and protohistoric
Arikara), 17 Black American, and 44 White American from the Forensic Data Bank.
American Blacks and Whites were combined because of the small sample size.
Platymeric index was calculated by dividing anterior-posterior midshaft diameter and
medial-lateral midshaft diameter, and multiplying the sum by I 00 (PI = APMIMLM X
I 00); changes in subtrochanteric shape and size with age were calculated using regression
analyses, and ANOVA was used for group variations (Wescott, 2006b). To further
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explore age patterns, individuals were split into two groups, ages 0-5 and 6-18. Results
indicated that PI changes were greater in Native Americans five years and younger. The
lack of significance for the combined American Blacks/Whites might be due to the small
sample size in subadults from age 0-5. In this combined group, after age five there were
significant group differences in the 6-18 years old range but no significant group/age
interface (Wescott, 2006b). Medial-lateral diameter changes were more rapid in Native
Americans, whereas the anterior-posterior diameter changes were almost identical
between both groups. These changes in subtrochanteric shape are thought to be related to
the adoption of a mature gait in subadults. In should be noted that the Arikara are one of
the most platymeric Native American groups so that might have influenced the success
rate in separating the two groups (Westcott, 2006b).
Disease

Infectious diseases can also impact bone to a degree that might potentially make it
difficult to record measurements for biological distance research. Nonspecific infections
like periostitis and osteomyelitis can affect bone in several ways. Periostitis, especially,
can cause proliferative bone reabsorption; it is often the result of bacterial infection, but
can be caused by injuries or can be part of a disease syndrome like tuberculosis as well
(Larsen, 1997; Ortner & Putschar, 1985). Infections and injuries prompt bone
production, and these would also cause irregular elevations to bone surfaces. Unhealed
skeletal tissue exhibits loosely organized woven bone, whereas healed skeletal tissue
would feel smooth and have an undulating, inflated appearance (Larsen, 1997). Specific
infections such as tuberculosis, leprosy, cancer, and syphilis can also manifest skeletally.
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Secular Change
Secular change is the variation in growth or development that occurs in a
population over time. Stature is often a good reflection of secular change within a
population. Prince and Steckel (2003), Steckel and Rose (2002), and Bogin, Silva, and
Rios (2007) explain that with better nutrition, stature has been shown to increase; protein
especially increases stature. However, the variables that affect stature variation are more
intricate than an equation of height = input- demands. Even disadvantaged individuals
display gains and losses in height, with skeletal growth persisting under conditions of
extreme malnutrition (Jantz & Jantz, 1999). Secular changes in size in Jantz and Jantz
(1999) had a direct correlation to shape changes, indicating that these variations would
have begun early in life, probably during prenatal stages or in the first three years of life.
Prenatal variables are thought to account for a large degree of secular change; the fact
that there seems to be an observed relationship between size and shape suggests an
influence early in life (Jantz & Jantz, 1999).
Early studies in secular change have been conducted by Trotter and Gieser (1952)
where they examined stature variations in 1,466 Black and White individuals spanning a
time period of 1840 to 1924. Two populations representing two time periods were
utilized for this investigation; both males and females were pulled from the Terry
Collection ( 1840-1909), and male military personnel records (1905-1924). Military
measurements were made at induction into service, while Terry measurements were taken
by the investigators (Trotter & Gieser, 1952). Femoral bicondylar length and tibial
length measurements were selected because it is thought that they share a higher
correlation than other long bones (Trotter & Gieser, 1952). Right and left sides were
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averaged; these averages were evaluated both individually and combined (tibia and
femur).
Results from the Terry Collection indicated that there was a slight change in
stature between 1840 and 1909; which was then characterized by a plateau in growth (no
change) (Trotter & Gieser, 1952). The period from 1855 to 1865 showed the greatest
amount of change in Black females, while the smallest height increase was in White
males. Black males from the Terry Collection showed the greatest increases from 1885
to 1905, and White females trended upwards from 1865 to 1875, and then declined until
1895 (Trotter & Gieser, 1952). The female sample size from Terry was extremely small,
so this could be the reason for markedly higher averages for Black females. The average
change in stature for the total population was very slight (Trotter & Gieser, 1952). In the
military group, average stature increases were rapid in White males (3.6cm); Black males
had a smaller sample size, but also displayed height gains in this time period (lcm)
(Trotter & Gieser, 1952). Final conclusions are that there was a greater change in stature
(for males) during the first quarter of the 20th century than in the period from 1840 to
1909. These changes in height are likely due to better standards of living and medical
advances. Additionally, there was an indication that stature increases in spurts, then
tends to level off and then regresses marginally (Trotter & Gieser, 1952).
Angel (1976) also examined secular change in American male and female Whites
and Blacks. The goal was to address assumptions that had been made concerning
changes in body size in the U.S. These assumptions suggest that increases in body size
changes are due to dietary improvements, fewer disease rates, and immigration during the
late 19th century into the 20th century. A sample size of 82 individuals was used from
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numerous U.S. sites dating from 1675-1879; these were compared to 182 modern
(middle-class) individuals from the Terry collection, F.B.I. collections, and other such
agencies (Angel, 1976). Traits were scored from 10 areas on the skull, and Angel
hypothesized that shape changes will probably be due to genetic factors more than
environmental factors. Additionally, stature was calculated, and indices were utilized
from 11 points on the body. Angles were taken for femoral torsion and tibial retroversion,
to assess changes in long bone shape, and further measurements were taken from the
talus, metacarpal II, and ilium.
Results indicated that for Whites skull size increased; there was also a rise in vault
height and the occurrence of the central face linearizing. Black individuals also displayed
increases in skull size, but only in the lower face and less so in the upper face and a slight
linearizing and lowering of the braincase. Between the colonial and modern population
there was also evidence of elongation, retraction, and narrowing of the central face,
which is likely caused by increased White and North American Indian admixing (Angel,
1976). Remarkably, Black males showed the most change between groups, displaying
variation at 2.5%. In contrast, White males had only 1% change. For stature, there was
minimal change over the course of 200 years. However, European males and females
were on average 3 to 4 em shorter than Colonial Americans (Angel, 1976). Stature
increases steadily from 17th century London to modern Americans. Changes also
occurred in overall build, with an increase in size over time, which has been attributed to
the "standard' Neolithic to urbanized shift, depending heavily on muscle stress and diet
(Angel, 1976, p. 10). Angel conceded that improvements in disease control, diet, and
living conditions, not just genetics, all act to increase skeletal size.
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Jantz and Jantz (1999) investigated secular change in the long bones of American
male and female Blacks and Whites from 1800 to 1970. They postulated that various
sections of the body respond differently, or at different rates, to changes in the
environment or reach their genetic potential at unpredictable speeds (Jantz & Jantz,
1999). The Huntington collection, Terry collection, World War II casualties, and the
Forensic Data Bank were utilized for this research. The WWII casualties were comprised
of predominately American males that were killed in Japan; military measurements from
these individuals were taken by the investigators (Jantz & Jantz, 1999). Post-cranial long
bone lengths were already available from these collections. Raw long bone lengths were
regressed according to year at birth, and a geometric mean for size variable was
computed for the six groups (Jantz & Jantz, 1999).
Findings indicated that the lower limbs displayed more definitive secular change
than the upper limb bones. In terms of degrees of change males exceeded females and
Whites exceeded Blacks, except for the femur where Black females changed at a faster
rate than White females (Jantz & Jantz, 1999). Although changes in White males were
uniformly higher than Black males, this was not statistically significant. Femur, tibia,
and fibula lengths all behaved similarly, showing an increase over the 150 year span.
They displayed a mid-late 19th century slump when diseases like cholera were prevalent,
followed by recovery in the early 20th century and a continued increase into the 1960s
and 70s. All the long bones for White males exhibited change over time, in both length
and shape, while White females did not. Black males showed changes in the humerus,
tibia, and fibula, but no change in the distal bones of the arms or femur. Black females
displayed a reversal of this trend; the humerus did not change, but the distal arm bones
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did, and the femur but not the tibia and fibula (Jantz & Jantz, 1999). Long bone changes
were most likely caused by environmental factors, such as nutrition and diseases (Jantz &
Jantz, 1999).
Greater secular changes in males might be reflective of sex differences in
response to environmental changes. There has been speculation that males show a greater
sensitivity, whereas females do not (Jantz & Jantz, 1999). This is supported in research
conducted by Stini (1969). In Stini's investigation, male and female children in a protein
deprived population from the Andes Mountains (the Heliconia) were given enriched,
unrefined whole cane sugar. Anthropometric analysis was conducted, along with
serological testing; X-rays of the wrists and hands were also taken to assess growth
(Stini, 1969). The Heliconia sample was compared to U.S. children. The regression
coefficient was utilized to evaluate results. The regression coefficient for skeletal age in
chronological order was 10% greater in females than in males, which was close to U.S.
standards (Stini, 1969, p. 421). Additionally, females displayed more catch-up growth
than males in the 1-11 year age range. Final conclusions were that long term results of
protein deficiency were more acute in males than in females (Stini, 1969). Less
conclusive results were drawn from Stinson (1985) in a literature review utilizing
numerous studies examining differences in prenatal to childhood morbidity, mortality,
and growth. Overall conclusions seem to indicate that prior to better advances in prenatal
care males were more commonly spontaneously aborted than females in the U.S.; this has
changed with the advent of medical advances. During childhood in stressed countries
with more male preferential treatment, female morbidity and mortality was greater
(Stinson, 1985). Morbidity and mortality rates in developed countries are more similar
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between males and females. Evidence from studies (both human and animal) examining
catch-up growth indicates that after a period of malnutrition, females do tend to respond
better to rehabilitation than males (Stinson, 1985). However, it is difficult to make an
adequate assessment of these factors because of the variation in cultural environments
around the world; this also makes it difficult to test such hypotheses (Stinson, 1985).
Background for Collections Utilized
Two collections and data taken from the FDB were utilized for this research; each
of them is an African-descended population that provides a unique snapshot in time, and
will allow for an interesting investigation into the effects of biological distance within
and between these groups.
The Newton Collection
Newton Plantation is located on the island of Barbados and was established in the
1650s (Shuler, 2005). One ofthe earliest enslaved populations in the Caribbean,
Newton' s owner had accrued a large amount ofland by the 1670s, and at its height the
plantation averaged about 450 acres and around 250 slaves (Schroeder, O' Connell,
Evans, Shuler, & Hodges, 2009). In 1834, when slavery was abolished, Newton had 261
slaves, and the plantation had been worked by enslaved Africans for almost 175 years
(Handler & Lange, 1978).
Archaeological research at Newton initially began in 1971 as an excavation of
slave quarters led by Jerome Handler. When the slave housing could not be located, the
focus switched to the excavation of an unmarked slave cemetery that had been discovered
lying about 150 m west of where the slave village had once been located according to
historic maps of the area (Shuler, 2005). There were 101 skeletons uncovered between
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1971 and 1973; the remains were analyzed in the field to determine age, and sex. A
majority of the individuals remained articulated in their original proveniences. Only
mostly complete crania and dentition were returned to the United States to Southern
Illinois University (Handler & Lange, 1978). The 49 individuals that comprise the
Newton collection were exhumed between 1997 and 1998 (Shuler, 2005), and the
remains are currently being housed at Auburn University.
Barbadian slaves depended heavily on rations, although they were allowed to
have plots in which to grow food (Higman, 1979; 1984). Daily allowances of guinea
com in the amount of 1.5 pints were allotted to each slave; two pints of Indian com and
one pound of salt fish were provided weekly along with salt and molasses. Additionally,
one pint of tea was given daily, as well as a plentiful amount of meat at dinner, and slaves
also received "weak diversion" (rum and water sweetened with molasses) daily (Higman,
1984, p.206). Slaves could barter guinea com and salt fish for other food items if it
became too monotonous (Higman, 1984). Newton slaves also supplemented their food
allowances with the small livestock, poultry, and foodstuffs that they raised in their house
plots (Sheridan, 1987). They also sold or exchanged produce at Sunday markets
(Sheridan, 1987). Despite this, slave diets were found to be low in calcium, vitamin A,
and thiamine (Madrigal, 2006). Most slaves were lactose intolerant, so even if they were
provided milk in order to improve their calcium intake, it would have caused a majority
of slaves to become sick (Kiple & Kiple, 1980). Evidence that slaves were malnourished
is reported in historical records describing the practice of geophagy. Slaves that received
sufficient diets did not resort to geophagy (Higman, 1984). Although there is some
evidence indicating that this practice might have been beneficial in providing iron and
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calcium to the slaves, there is also evidence suggesting that it caused hookworm
infestation and other gastrointestinal problems (Higman, 1984; Shuler, 2005). Previous
skeletal analyses have indicated that there was only one case of rickets, no scurvy, and
anemia was present but benign (Shuler, 2005). Low rates of iron deficiency anemia
might be due to the consumption of black strap molasses (rich in plant-based iron and
calcium) and fish (Shuler, 2005).
Work conditions for African slaves in the Caribbean varied depending on a
number of factors. Some were domestic servants in either rural or urban settings while
others worked plantation fields (Madrigal, 2006). Other slaves had specific tasks, serving
as boilers, distillers, carpenters, masons, or tradesmen. These individuals were usually
Creole, the children of a slave woman and European male (Madrigal, 2006). Newton
slaves would have had to conduct work activities similar to these. According to Handler
and Corruccini (1983), by the time individuals reached their teenage years they had
joined the "great gang" which was the plantation's largest labor force (Handler and
Corruccini, 1983, p. 70). More than 40% of Barbadian slaves were in the field by age
nine, but more than 70% were allowed to leave field work by age fourteen (Higman,
1984). Hours of work varied depending on the occupation and strength of each slave, as
well as work organization and seasonal demands (Higman, 1984). Sugar factories in
Barbados did not run on a 24 hour schedule, so slaves who worked in these factories were
usually done at around 9 p.m. Field slaves typically worked nine hour days, six days per
week, with a certain number of days off for holidays or other events (Higman, 1984;
Sheridan, 1987). In 1796 and 1797 slaves had 54 days off. The situation in Barbados
was described as " less intolerable" than other islands in the Caribbean (Madrigal, 2006,
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p. 27). Barbados slaves had better living conditions, shorter workdays, and more
holidays (Madrigal, 2006). Despite this, slaves in Newton worked heavily and died at
young ages (Shuler, 2007). Females at Newton seemed to be especially stressed, more so
even than males, on average dying 4.74 years earlier than their enslaved and freed
contemporaries (Shuler, 2007).
The individuals living and working at Newton Plantation were either brought to
Barbados predominantly from West Africa or were born on the island. A stable isotope
study, conducted by Schroeder and colleagues (2009), found that most individuals from
Newton were born on the island. Only seven individuals from the population were likely
captives brought to the island.
The Hamann-Todd Collection

The Hamann-Todd collection, housed at the Cleveland Museum ofNatural
History, is the result of the combination of two separate collections of over 3,000 skeletal
remains used initially for teaching purposes at Case Western Reserve University in the
late 1800s. The Hamann-Todd collection was moved to the physical anthropology
laboratory in the Cleveland Museum ofNatural History during the 1950s and 60s
(Quigley, 2001). Most of the series is comprised oflow socioeconomic status African
American and European Americans from Cleveland. The individuals in this collection
were from the surrounding area and were most likely manual laborers. Most of those
interred in the collection likely died in almshouses, charity institutions, and municipal
hospitals without anyone to claim their remains (de la Cova, 2011 ). Causes of death are
myriad, ranging from tuberculosis and other common diseases and infections of the time,
to homicides and accidents.
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During the mid to late 1800s African Americans made up a small portion of the
city's population. The Civil War paved the way for the Industrial Revolution, which
caused a population boom. Many African Americans moved to Cleveland to become
railroad workers during this time period (de Ia Cova, 2011 ). In the 19th century,
economic opportunities for Cleveland's Blacks were abundant. From1870 to 1899,
around 33.3% of African American males were employed in skilled trades and around
30% of household heads owned property. Additionally, schools were integrated at this
time, and prejudice towards African Americans was less notable in Cleveland (Miller &
Wheeler, 1997). After the turn of the century, racial discrimination towards African
Americans grew; after 1915 hostility increased to a greater degree in part due to the Great
Migration in which an increasing number of individuals were leaving the South to seek a
better life in the North, leading to fewer jobs and less acceptance for African Americans
(Miller & Wheeler, 1997). Most of the individuals migrating to Cleveland were
uneducated and unaccustomed to living in an urban setting (Miller & Wheeler, 1997).
There were increasing housing shortages in Black communities, and overcrowding most
likely led to poorer health and decreases in job opportunities (Miller & Wheeler, 1997).
Many individuals died of tuberculosis and other diseases that result from overcrowding
and lack of health care.
The Forensic Data Bank

The Forensic Data Bank (FDB) was developed in 1986 with a grant from the
National Institute of Justice as a means of obtaining data from 20th century individuals.
Prior to the creation of the Forensic Data Bank, forensic criteria were based on the study
oflarge anatomical collections, such as the Terry and Hamann-Todd, which contain
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individuals predominantly born in the 19th century. The FDB contains nearly 2,900
cases; over half of these have definite age and race determinations. Skeletal information
for these cases includes cranial and post-cranial metrics, suture closure information,
various aging scores, non-metric cranial information, perimortem trauma, congenital
traits, and dental observations. The four hundred cases analyzed by J. Laurence Angel
make up the largest single component of the data bank; over 100 forensic anthropologists
have contributed at least one or more cases. The contributing anthropologists use the
same standards for data collection. Unfortunately, no information is available on the
occupations these individuals might have had.
The information utilized in this chapter will be beneficial in assessing the results
derived from this investigation. While literature concerning biological distance is
infrequent, the research outlined above that provides a similar framework will be helpful
in analyzing secular changes in African-descended populations of this study.
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CHAPTER III
MATERIALS AND METHODS
This chapter will cover the materials utilized for this study and the methods
employed in data collection. An explanation for sample selection of individuals from the
Newton collection, the Hamann-Todd collection, and the Forensic Data Bank is provided,
along with the sample sizes for each population. The measurements taken and the
justification for their selection are given. Finally, analytical techniques to be used in this
research are presented. It is important to note that for the purposes of this investigation
the descriptors "White" and "Black" will be utilized to refer to those who are
predominately European or African in ancestry.
Sample Selection
Individuals chosen for use in this study consisted of both female and male adults
between the ages of20-50. This range was selected because by the age of20 individuals
are fully developed skeletally, and are considered young adults (White & Folkens, 2005,
p. 364). In later decades of life, it is more likely that arthritis and other age related
factors such as degenerative joint disease will contribute to degradation of the bone.
According to Goodman and Martin (2002, p. 44), most individuals begin developing
signs of bone degeneration around age 30, and by the age of 60 almost all individuals
exhibit this change. An age cut off of 50 years lessens the likelihood for degeneration to
affect measurements. Additionally, if an individual displayed evidence of trauma or
pathology measurements were not collected from that element. However, unaffected
bones from the same individual were still included.
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Skeletal Collections Utilized
Newton

The oldest population selected for this investigation is composed of enslaved
individuals from Newton Plantation (1660-1820) in Barbados. The Newton series
consists of 49 individuals. Age and sex determination was conducted by Shuler (2005)
using Buikstra and Ubelaker's (1994) skeletal and dental collection methods.
Distributions for age and sex are provided in Table 1. Only 19 of the 49 individuals had
determinable sexes; ofthese there are 12 males and 7 females (Shuler, 2005). Out of the
19 sexed individuals, 16 fit my age criteria and also were able to provide the most
measurements for assessment. Most of the ages for the Newton individuals are ranges
but fell between 20 and 50. For example, an individual determined to be between 18 to
21 years of age or 35 to 50 would be selected. Year of birth could not be determined for
any individuals in the Newton population; as such, the 1660-1820 range during which the
cemetery was in use provides the only time line. Of the seven individuals found to have
been brought to Barbados from West Africa in Schroeder et al. ' s (2009) study this
analysis utilizes four; the rest of the sample were Barbadian born.
Hamann-Todd (H-T)

The second population is comprised of individuals from the Hamann-Todd
Collection and was divided into two groups: those born prior to 1900 and those
individuals born after 1900. The year 1900 was selected because it marks the tum ofthe
century and the beginnings of more heated racial discrimination in the United States,
particularly with the codification of "separate but equal" laws ofPlessey vs. Ferguson in
1896 and the Great Migration (Miller & Wheeler, 1997). Both events contributed to
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causing a domino effect in the health and well-being of African Americans in both the
South and North. Ofthe 3,000 skeletons in the collection, 789 African Americans fit my
investigation criteria. Initially, a target sample of 30 individuals was established for each
sex for each time period. Since the inventory numbers used in the H-T collection did not
appear to be by date of death but rather random in regard to this variable, individuals
were taken in order and analyzed if they fit the study criteria. The sample size of 128
individuals was achieved with the time frame available for analysis. Age and sex were
determined at the cadaver stage prior to donation to the Case Western Reserve University
teaching collection. Information on age, sex, birth year, and death year was taken from
collection records at the Cleveland Natural History Museum. The earliest individual
utilized was born in 1865, after the Civil War and end of slavery. The latest individual
was born in 1915, just five years after the start of the Great Migration. Final age and sex
distribution is provided in Table 1.
The Forensic Data Bank (FDB)

The third population used in this investigation is the FDB. The collection
provides a sample population from the early to late 20th century. The FDB is comprised
of forensic case data collected by anthropologists for anthropologists in the U.S. who
have already done the biological profile and taken measurements; all followed similar
protocol in data collection. Data from the FDB was provided by Dawnie Steadman at the
University of Tennessee. This study utilized individuals whose birth years fell between
1916 and 1986; death years ranged from 1941 to 2008. Use ofthese dates ensured that
the FDB sample did not overlap with H-T. Of approximately 3,000 individuals recorded
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in the database, 137 fit the required criteria for age, number of measurements available,
and birth date. The final sample distribution is provided in Table 1.
Table 1

Sample Size

Males

Females

Total

Newton

10

6

16

Hamann-Todd Pre-1900

35

31

66

Hamann-Todd Post-1900

25

37

62

Forensic Data Bank

89

48

137

Collection

Measurements and Indices Taken
Nineteen measurements were selected, most of which have previously been used
to investigate differences by ancestral groups (Baker et al., 1990; Holliday & Ruff, 2001;
i~can & Cotton, 1990). Additional measurements were taken in accordance with Buikstra

and Ubelaker (1994, pp. 81-83) to explore other potential changes in body dimensions
over time. All measurements are displayed in Table 2. The Hamann-Todd and Newton
measurements were taken by the author, and FDB measurements were provided by the
University of Tennessee. Unfortunately, the FDB data set does not include several ofthe
measurements used for this study, such as intercondylar notch height and tibial minimum
circumference at the nutrient foramen. Additionally, only seven individuals from
Newton had obtainable intercondylar notch heights. Measurements were taken with
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sliding calipers, an osteometric board, and measuring tape following standards given in
Buikstra and Ubelaker (1994); all values were set to the nearest millimeter.
Measurements were taken from the right side, unless a particular bone for the right was
not present, in which case measurements were taken from the left if available.
Table 2
Measurements Utilized

Pelvis

Femur

Tibia

Indices

Height

Maximum Length

Maximum Length

Crural Index

Iliac Breadth

Bicondylar Length

Maximum Proximal
Epiphyseal Breadth

Platymeric Index

Pubis Length

Anterior-Posterior
Subtrochanteric
Diameter

Maximum Distal
Epiphyseal Breadth

Robusticity Index

Ischium Length

Medial-Lateral
Subtrochanteric
Diameter

Maximum Diameter
at the Nutrient
Foramen

Anterior-Posterior
Midshaft Diameter

Circumference at the
Nutrient Foramen

Medial-Lateral
Midshaft Diameter

Minimum
Circumference

Midshaft
Circumference

Midshaft
Circumference

Intercondylar Notch
Height
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In addition to general measurements, several indices were calculated for this
investigation, also indicated in Table 2. Crural index (tibial length X 100/femur length)
was used to assess whether individuals fell more in the range of African or European
ancestry (Holliday & Ruff, 2001). Calculating platymeric index utilizing the femur (PI=
Anterior-Posterior Diameter/Medial-Lateral Diameter X 100) as provided by Wescott
(2006a) will help to indicate possible North American admixture.
Environmental causes for changes in body size over time were evaluated as well
using two indicators. Stature assessed nutritional status during childhood using the
formula of Trotter and Gieser (1952). The stature formula (in em) for males is (2.10 X
MFL + 72.22) with MFL being Maximum Femoral Length; the stature formula for
females is (2.28 X MFL + 59.76). In order to gauge how workload might have affected
femur robusticity, Wescott's (2006b) robusticity index was used (100 X AnteriorPosterior Midshaft Diameter+ Medial-Lateral Midshaft Diameter/Diameter of Femur
Head).
Statistical Methods and Other Tests
Analyses began with basic descriptive statistics, means, and standard deviations
for each measurement on the pelvis, femur, and tibia which assessed any patterns of
overall change through time among the four populations. Linear regression analysis was
also utilized to examine measurement changes over time according to birth year. Oneway ANOVA was calculated for each of the measurements with a level of significance at
.10. The level of significance was set at .1 0 to obtain a higher pattern of recognition.
Several techniques explored ancestry patterns and the role of genetics in changing
skeletal dimensions. Discriminant function coefficients.were calculated for the femur
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and tibia; this method was employed by i~can and Cotton (1990) to assess whether
individuals in their sample matched reported race. Intercondylar notch was also
examined, as it was demonstrated to be a successful method of determining race in Baker
et al. 's (1990) study. Individuals that fall below 30mm are White while those above
30mm are Black. Temporal changes in the portion of population assigned to each group
may suggest shifts in admixture patterns. Finally, Principal Component Analysis, or
PCA, was used for determining whether there are significant patterns present in the raw
data measurements. Principal component analysis is a data reduction technique that
creates reduced dimensions of multiple variables. The fewer dimensions the better and
more easily the data can be interpreted, as humans are unable to visualize anything
greater than three dimensions (Baker, 2008).
The methods that will be utilized for this research should offer insight into how
the post-cranial skeletal dimensions of African Americans have changed in the last two
centuries. Additionally, the populations in this investigation provide snapshots in time
that can be analyzed and compared separately to evaluate causes of any change occurring
over time and space, whether the variation predominantly stems from ancestral,
nutritional, or mechanical factors.
Expectations
It is expected that over time later populations will become less robust as changes

in workload occurred between slave populations and subsequent groups. Additionally,
the environment will likely have contributed to height changes as well; individuals
receiving Jess adequate nutrition and poor healthcare, such as Newton, will be shorter in
comparison to subsequent populations. Admixture is also expected to have influenced
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the populations under investigation. Newton will probably have experienced less
admixture than later populations. Given the societal changes that were occurring in the
United States, it is probable that the FDB will present the greatest amount of admixture.
In addressing patterns of morphological change in this study, it is crucial to
consider the implications that race as a social construct can have for the populations
under investigation. In general, anthropological analysis of skeletal remains assumes that
" populations are homogeneous temporally, and stable biologically and culturally" (Edgar,
2009, p. 58). However, this may not always hold true for African Americans throughout
history. As Truesdell (2005) explained, historical reports and morgue records can be
seen as sources of inaccuracy as reported race does not necessarily correspond to
biological ancestry. This is especially true for the Hamann-Todd collection, which is
comprised of donated human remains that were interred when social segregation in the
United States was heavily influenced by skin color as well as laws like the one-drop rule
and Jim Crow (Williamson, 1995). The remains utilized in the Forensic Data Bank are
based on forensic identification, which can be problematic because forensic
anthropologists are asked to convey biological ancestry in social terms (Truesdell, 2005,
p. 45).
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
This chapter presents the results of the investigation. Secular change and ancestry
will be examined to determine the extent of variation between each population over time.
Ancestry
The first question examined was to determine whether ancestry can explain
variation in patterns of morphological changes among groups. Several markers were
used, including platymeric, crural index, intercondylar notch height, and discriminant
function, to test for possible North American Indian and European admixture.
Platymeric Index

The first method utilized explored the potential presence ofNorth American
Indian admixture is platymetric index. According to Wescott (2006a), more circular
proximal femurs are indicative of Whites and Blacks, whereas flatter (oblong) femurs are
more closely associated with North American Indians. Platymeric index averages by sex
and sample can be found in Figure 1.

Newton

Prel900

Post1900

HT

HT

FDB

Figure I. Comparison of platymeric index change by se)\.
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Overall trends between populations indicated a general temporal decline after pre1900 Hamann-Todd. Females displayed more of a linear inclination, whereas males were
more variable, especially for Newton, although small sample sizes for Newton may have
skewed the averages. The trend towards a lower platymeric index means over time could
indicate the presence of increasing Amerindian admixture. However these values are
well above Wescott's sectioning point of 84 for North American Indians and
Whites/Blacks (Wescott, 2006a), so it is highly unlikely that Amerindian DNA was
impacting these gene pools to any great extent. Results for linear regression for
platymetric index values for females and males are indicated below in Figures 2 and 3,
respectively. The linear regression R2 implies that there is no statistically significant
correlation between time and platymetric index, but the trend line does display consistent
change.
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Figure 2. Platymetric index regression line by time for females. The linear regression
equation is y = -0.0759x + 237.25, R2 = 0.1132.
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Figure 3. Platymetric index regression line by time for males. The linear regression
equation is y = -0.0426x + 174.63, R2 = 0.0459.
Crural Index
Crural index was examined to explore European admixture in African American
populations. In Holliday and Ruff (200 1), African Americans had longer tibia-to-stature
ratios than did European Americans. So less admixed individuals are expected to have
higher tibia to stature ratios compared to more admixed individuals. Crural index
averages obtained for each population in this investigation suggests that the ratio of thigh
length to leg length was trending from shorter femurs and longer tibias in the Newton
group, to longer femurs and shorter tibias in the other populations, as illustrated in Figure
4. The means indicate a trend toward European values. However, differences in crural
index patterns were seen for the two sexes. Females exhibited the most marked change in
crural index over time, especially for the post-1900 Hamann-Todd group, which dipped
slightly more than the males before increasing once more in the FDB sample. In contrast,
males showed a more stable trend over time, displaying little change between Newton
and the FDB.
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Figure 4. Comparison of crural index means by sex.
Linear regression for the crural index results is displayed below in Figures 5 and
2

6. The linear regression R values indicate that there is no statistical significance, but
there does seem to be a consistent trend line.
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Figure 5. Crural index regression line for females. The linear regression equation for this
figure is: y = -0.003x + 89.609, R2 = 0.0016.
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Figure 6. Crural index regression line for males. The linear regression equation for this
figure is y = -0.0022x + 88.523, R2 = 0.0025.

Variation in crural index averages indicate a change in tibia to stature ratio over
time among populations leaning slightly more towards more European standards,
especially in the post-1900 female H-T group.
Intercondylar Notch Height

Intercondylar notch height was the final indicator used to examine ancestry for
three of the four populations; the Forensic Data Bank was not evaluated since it did not
include intercondylar notch height among the measurements recorded. The standards for
intercondylar notch height are that values over 30mm are associated with Black
individuals; values less than 30mm are associated with White individuals (Baker et al.,
1990). The results for females, found in Figure 7, were surprising. Out of all the
populations only three individuals were identified as Black and all were members of the
post-1900 H-T group. Only two individuals could be utilized for intercondylar notch
height among the Newton females, so this may not adequately assess the population
standards. Male values for notch height were more variable (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Distribution of ancestry idenification for males.
It is interesting that the ancestry distributions indicated in these populations using
this indicator do not more closely match those obtained from Baker et al.' s ( 1990)
research with the Terry collection, especially considering that Hamann-Todd and Terry
individuals were from a concurrent time period. The notable difference between the
sexes was also unanticipated. Baker and colleagues (1990) explain that intercondylar
notch height is directly related to overall femur size, which means the greater an
individual's femoral length is the larger their intercondylar notch height will be.
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Displayed below in Figures 9 and 10 are linear regression equations for females and
males examining the relationship between notch height and maximum femur length for
Newton, pre-1900 H-T and post-1900 H-T. The linear regression equations and trend
lines do indicate that there is a slight correlation between femur length and notch height
for females.
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Figure 9. Regression line comparing intercondylar notch height (mm) to maximum
femur length (mm) for females. The linear regression equation is y = 0.0466x + 6.3243,
R2 = 0.2115.
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Figure 10. Regression line comparing intercondylar notch height (mm) to maximum
femur length (mm) for males. The linear regression equation is y = 0.0112x + 24.279, R2
= 0.0103.
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Of the two female intercondylar notch heights that could be taken for Newton,
one of these women was of African origin as determined by Schroeder and colleagues
(2009) using carbon and oxygen isotopes. This individual had a notch height of 27.48
mm and a maximum femur length of 448 mm as compared to the other female, who had a
notch height of 30.02 mm and a maximum femur length of 460 mm. It seems probable
that maximum femur length would have contributed to this variation more than
admixture, as it is less likely that a woman of African origin would have European
genetics. Baker and colleagues (1990) also explain that because the maximum notch
height is taken using a flat surface, the degree of anterior curvature of the femur could
affect the rotation of the distal condyles on the surface of the table, which in turn could
account for an increase or decrease in notch height.

Discriminant Function Analysis
Finally, discriminant function analysis for ancestry determination was calculated
using the femur + tibia equations ofl~can and Cotton (1990). Individuals with negative
scores were classified as White, and individuals with positive scores were classified as
Black. Once again, those from the FDB could not be utilized because one of the
necessary measurements was not taken. Figure 11 displays the ancestral distribution of
males for each group. The graph seems to indicate that, theoretically, admixture was
decreasing over time as the post-1900 Hamann-Todd group had fewer individuals
identified as White than did the pre-1900 Hamann-Todd group. However, a chi-squared
test was performed on these distributions to determine whether differences in ancestral
classification among groups were significant. This test proved insignificant (X2 = 2.68,
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DF = 2, p>.20), meaning that any differences present are most likely the product of
chance.
The discriminant function equations produced by i~can and Cotton (1990) were
also applied to the females, but the calculations did not produce interpretable results. All
of the values not only displayed as negative (White), but the values were also far out of
range. Whether this was the result of equation coefficients, an error reported in i~can and
Cotton's investigation, or a problem with data collection in this study is unknown; the
latter seems unlikely, however, in that the same method of measurement was used in both
sexes and was apparently successful on males.
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Figure 11 . Distribution of males identified as White or Black based on discriminant
function equations from i~can and Cotton (1990).
In summary, the overall level of admixture in these Afro-Caribbean and African
American populations seems to indicate that there is more European ancestry present than
Amerindian. Platymeric index results imply that there was not a significant amount of
Amerindian influence on the populations. Some of the tests for European admixture
seem to be less reliable than platymetric index, as they produced more erratic results.
Further analysis will be performed in the discussion section.
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Environmental Factors
Environmental influences on these populations were examined using stature,
robusticity, and Principal Component Analysis. Stature and robusticity are both impacted
by an individual's surroundings and, as such, variation between populations for these
calculations should indicate whether there was an influence from the milieu. The
principal component analysis will help to detect any significant patterns occurring
between measurements over time.
Stature

Results for stature were calculated for maximum femur length (Trotter & Gieser,
1952). Female mean stature is reported in Table 3, and male stature means are given in
Table 4.
Table 3
Mean Female Stature by Population (in em)

Collection

N

Year

Stature Average

Newton

2

1660-1820

163.27

Pre-1900 H-T

31

1865-1900

159.13

Post-1900 H-T

37

1901-1915

161.02

FDB

41

1916-1986

162.11
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Table 4
Mean Male Stature by Population (in em)

Collection

N

Year

Stature Average

Newton

6

1660-1820

170.71

Pre-1900 H-T

35

1865-1900

171.2

Post-1900 H-T

25

1901-1915

171.35

FDB

85

1916-1986

174.4

It can be noted that males were taller on average than females for all populations.

In general there seems to be an increase in stature over time in the populations. Males
follow a more consistent pattern in this regard, especially between post-1900 HamannTodd and the Forensic Data Bank. Females experienced a decline in mean stature values
from Newton to pre-1900 Hamann-Todd group, but begin to display improvements in
stature averages later. Male and female stature averages are found in Figure 12.
ANOVA for stature was not significant.
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Figure 12. Comparison of change over time in mean stature (em) by sex.
Robusticity
Robusticity was also calculated to determine the effects that the environment
might have had on the skeleton. The index specifically examined the ratio of bone
strength to body mass as calculated by Wescott (2006b). As may be seen in Figure 13,
the pattern of robusticity changes indicates that there was an increase in the ratio of bone
mass to body size over time, except for slight decreases in the post-1900 HT sample.
Interestingly, the relationship of bone strength to body size for Newton was lowest for
both males and females. The population sample for Newton was so small that this may
not be an adequate reflection of the overall population robusticity.
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Figure 13. Comparison of mean robusticity values over time by sex.

Surprisingly, a comparison of the ratio ofrobusticity to body mass by sex
indicates that for their size females were proportionately more robust than males.
According to Ruff (1987), the higher a population's workload, the more strongly sexual
dimorphic they are. Since this pattern is the inverse and both males and females are quite
close together proportionately, it would imply that females in all populations were
involved in activities that greatly affected their femoral bone strength. ANOVA for
female robusticity was not significant, and ANOVA for males was approaching the level
of significance at p = .160.
Both robusticity and stature indicate that there is probable environmental variation
occurring among groups. Stature for both males and females did trend positively over
time. Robusticity for both sexes displayed the same trend and indicated an increase in
bone mass after 1915.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
For the Principal Component Analysis, only raw measurements were utilized;
indices such as robusticity and calculated results such as stature were excluded. The
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Newton population was also excluded because, with so few individuals, it would not have
contributed significantly to the analyses. For the PCA, an oblique rather than orthogonal
rotation was used. An oblique rotation provides two matrices for interpretation; these are
a structure matrix which shows the correlation between each variable and component (or
factor), and a pattern matrix which reproduces variable scores from factor scores. A
threshold of .45 was used for isolating the most correlated variables. Table 5 displays the
principal components for the tibia, femur, and pelvis measurements for females; Table 6
shows the male results.
Table 5
Female Principal Component Analysis

Eigenvalue

% of total Variation

Cumulative Percentage

PC1

11.656

52.981

52.981

PC2

2.6 19

11.903

64.884

PC3

1.268

5.762

70.646

PC4

1.109

4.633

75.279

Principal Component
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Table 6
Male Principal Component Analysis

Principal Component

Eigenvalue

% ofTotal Variation

Cumulative Percentage

PC1

8.977

40.805

40.805

PC2

2.942

13.371

54.176

PC3

2.178

9.902

64.078

PC4

1.554

7.062

71.140

PC5

1.231

5.596

76.736

Of the nineteen measurements utilized, the principal component analysis for
females loaded with four eigenvalues over one, and males loaded with five. The percent
of total morphological variation describes the amount of variation that that particular
component accounts for in the PCA. Cumulative percentages of variation explained were
relatively close between males and females. The percentages indicate that of the 19
measurements used, 75% of variation can be accounted for by four principal components
for females, and five principal components for males account for roughly 77% of
variation. Separate runs of three and four components were tested for the pattern and
structure matrices for females; runs of three, four and five components were tested for
males. Three components for both males and females were determined to be the best fit
as there were not enough additional components being loaded at factors of four and five
to make a significant difference. Table 7 displays the pattern matrices; only variables
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over .45 that loaded only on one component are included. The tables are arranged from
greatest to least amount of variation explained by each variable over time per component.

Female Results
Table 7

Female Pattern Matrices for the First 3 Components

Component
1

2

3

Tibia: Circumference at the Nutrient Foramen

.887

. .060

-.064

Femur: M-L Subtrochanteric Diameter

.873

-.101

-.069

Femur: Midshaft Circumference

.861

.111

-.027

Tibia: Minimum Circumference

.844

-.019

.200

Tibia: A-P Diameter at the Nutrient Foramen

.817

-.076

.156

Tibia: Midshaft Circumference

.762

.101

.052

Femur: M-L Midshaft Diameter

.751

-.105

.170

Femur: Intercondylar Notch Height

.651

.187

-.214

Femur: A-P Midshaft Diameter

.645

.178

.049

Tibia: M-L Diameter at the Nutrient Foramen

.591

.002

.341

Femur: Maximum Length

.128

.888

-.137

Os Coxae: Height

-.043

.883

.074

Femur: Bicondylar Length

.146

.871

-.120
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Table 7 (continued).

Component
1

2

3

Os Coxae: Ischium Length

-.071

.857

.050

Tibia: Maximum Length

.296

.757

-.150

Os Coxae: Pubis Length

-.066

.629

.050

Femur: Diameter of Head

.232

.542

.278

Tibia: Maximum Distal Epiphyseal Breadth

.276

.001

.751

Femur: Epicondylar Breadth

.248

.181

.656

The pattern matrices indicate that all female measurements loaded positively for
the three components utilized. When variables are positively correlated, it suggests a size
variation; positive variables indicate an increase in size, whereas negative variables
indicate a decrease in size. In order to further investigate the relationship between the
variables that loaded in each component and to explain the positive and negative trends
for the PCA variables, a comparative examination of descriptive statistics and ANOV A
results were considered to coincide with the component analyses.
Component 1. This component is predominantly comprised of transverse

measurements and diameters of the femur and tibia. These measurements are the
circumference at the nutrient foramen, mediolateral subtrochanteric diameter, midshaft
circumference of the femur, minimum circumference of the tibia, maximum diameter at
the nutrient foramen, midshaft circumference of the tibia, mediolateral midshaft diameter
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of the femur, intercondylar notch height, anteroposterior midshaft diameter of the femur,
and mediolateral diameter at the nutrient foramen . According to the ANOV A,
mediolateral midshaft diameter and circumference at the nutrient foramen were the
variables that displayed statistically significant change over time. The measurements in
Component 1 have been shown to have a correlation to overall body size and robusticity
(Van Gerven, 1972). The variables from Component 1 that exhibited the most marked
changes in averages over time can be found in Figure 14; again, Newton was not included
because of small sample size. Other variables within this component displayed nearly
imperceptible changes. The figure indicates that the FDB females are exhibiting
increases in femoral transverse measurements, but decreases in tibial circumference and
mediolateral diameter at the nutrient foramen. Pre-and post-1900 Hamann-Todd are very
similar in raw measurement means, but there is a slight reduction in means for post-1900
H-T with the exception of tibial circumference at the nutrient foramen and
anteroposterior midshaft diameter.

Tibia: Nutrient Foramen
Cir.
Tibia: M-L Nutrient
Foramen
Pre-1900 H-T
Femur: M-L Midshaft

• Post-1900 H-T

Femur: A-P Midshaft

• FDB

Femur: M-L
Subtrochanteric
0

20

40

60

80

100

Figure 14. Mean values for variables loading in component 1: females.
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This positive temporal trend correlates to the findings for robusticity seen in
Figure 13, which indicates a general increase over time for the Forensic Data Bank
population. The results of female robusticity linear regression are reported in Figure 15.
There is an evident, although non-significant, increase over time in robusticity for all of
the populations utilized in this investigation.
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130
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Figure 15. Linear regression for female robusticity. The linear regression equation is y =
0.0388x + 51.065, R2 = 0.0326.
Component 2. This component is composed of measurements of maximum length

of the femur, pubis height, bicondylar length, ischium length, maximum length of the
tibia, pubis length, and diameter of the femoral head. According to the ANOVA, pubis
length displays a marginally significant increase over time (p = .071). Muscular forces
interaCting between the pelvis and femur have been shown to be related, and both of these
correlate with robusticity and stature changes (Van Gerven, 1972; Wescott, 2006b).
The variables from Component 2 that display the most variation over time can be
found in Figure 16. Despite the fact that ANOV A is displaying little significant change
over time for femur maximum length and bicondylar length, there is a fairly pronounced
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change in mean values over time. As in the case of Component 1, Component 2 also
indicates that the FDB exhibits the largest means for element length compared to the
values seen in the Hamann-Todd populations. Os coxae height is the only instance in
which the FDB is displaying a lower average than pre-1900 H-T, but the value is still
greater than post-1900 H-T.

Femur: Bicondylar
Length
Femur: Maximum
Length
Pre-1900 H-T

Os Coxae: Height

• Post-1900 H-T

Os Coxae: Pubis Length

• FDB

Tibia: Maximum Length
0

100 200 300 400 500

Figure 16. Mean values for variables loading in component 2: females.

The stature findings also indicate that there was a positive trend between the
Hamann-Todd and the FDB groups, which the long bone length averages support as well.
Female stature linear regression can be found in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Regression line for female stature (em) and time. The regression equation is
y = 0.0164x + 129.58, R2 = 0.0129.
The linear regression for stature suggests that there is a positive trend in stature
change over time. For the three populations utilized in the PCA, there was a discernible
increase over time; however, when compared to contemporaneous populations not used
in this investigation, there are some interesting developments. Some of these
investigators fail to cite their sources for stature formula, but those that do used Trotter
and Gieser (1952), which were the standards also used in this study. These groups are
Catoctin Furnace, a late 18th century/early 19th century cemetery in Maryland (Bumston,
1981 ); the First African Baptist Church cemetery in Philadelphia (Rankin-Hill, 1997);
Freedman' s cemetery located in Dallas, Texas (Condon et al. , 1998); the Cedar Grove
Arkansas cemetery (Rose, 1985); and the Terry Collection (Trotter & Gieser, 1952).
The New York African Burial Ground, in use from 1712-1794 (Blakey & Rankin-Hill,
2009), was also intended to be included. However, Trotter (1970) was utilized rather
than Trotter and Gieser (1952), and the report did not incorporate overall stature means.
After calculating the mean based on each individual's stature in the report the average for
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females came out roughly to 159.24cm. The comparative stature means can be found in
Table 8.
Table 8
Female Comparative Stature Averages (in em)

Collection

N

Year

Stature Average

Catoctin

8

1770-1840

156.6

FABC

34

1822-1843

159.1

Freedman's

123

1869-1907

159.3

Cedar Grove

19

1890-1927

162.6

Terry

177

1840-1924

158.4

Newton displayed by far the largest mean stature but the total N was also the
smallest, so this should be taken into consideration. In contrast, the mean statures in the
later comparative samples to those seen in this study are very similar.
Component 3. Only two variables, maximum distal epiphyseal breadth of the
tibia and epicondylar breadth of the femur, loaded in this component, and both represent
joint widths. Neither of these measurements showed significant differences among
populations in the ANOVA for females.
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Figure 18. Mean values for variables loading in component 3: females.

Mean values indicate that for both measurements the post-1900 Hamann-Todd
group decreased, and the FOB displayed a greater gain in distal epiphyseal breadth than
epicondylar breadth, but overall values for all populations used were very similar for both
averages. Both of these measurements are distal limb portions the fact that these
measurements loaded positively in the PCA and coupled with the overall means indicates
that the femur and tibia are changing and, as such, the lower proportions are displaying
this change as well. This is further corroborated by the stature and robusticity findings.
Male Results

Male principal component analysis is reported in Table 9. Males only display
positive variables loading in Components 1 and 2 while Component 3 is entirely
composed of negative variables.
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Table 9

Male Pattern Matrices for First 3 Components

Component

1

2

3

Femur: Maximum Length

.983

-.177 .017

Femur: Bicondylar Length

.980

-.182 .013

Tibia: Maximum Length

.970

-.136 .050

Os Coxae: Iliac Breadth

.638

.115 -.251

Os Coxae: Height

.636

.177 -.257

Os Coxae: Ischium Length

.557

.169 -.321

Femur: A-P Midshaft Diameter

.486

.414

.217

Tibia: Circumference at the Nutrient Foramen

.054

.888

.096

Tibia: A-P Diameter at the Nutrient Foramen

-.086

.821

-.132

Tibia: Minimum Circumference

-.066

.766 -.278

Tibia: Midshaft Circumference

-.007

.764 -.166

Tibia: M-L Diameter at the Nutrient Foramen

-.058

.680

Femur: A-P Subtrochanteric Diameter

-.102

.627 -.072

Femur: Midshaft Circumference

.375

.558 -.054

.230
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Table 9 (continued).

Component

1

2

3

Femur: Epicondylar Breadth

.162

.122

-.787

Femur: Intercondylar Notch Height

-.220

-.155

-.776

Femur: Diameter of Head

.245

.015

-.773

Tibia: Maximum Distal Epiphyseal Breadth

.135

.105

-.738

Tibia: Maximum Proximal Epiphyseal
Breadth

.065

.210

-.715

Component 1. This component indicates that there is a positive association
among long bone lengths and os coxae dimensions, a pattern that was noted for
Component 2 in females. The measurements loading positively are the femoral
maximum length, bicondylar length, tibial maximum length, iliac breadth, pubis height,
ischium length, and femoral anteroposterior midshaft diameter. These measurements are
typically associated with increases in robusticity and stature. Measurements exhibiting
marked change over time for component 1 can be found in Figure 19. Male averages
indicate that the Forensic Data Bank is displaying the greatest increases over time for the
measurements that had the most significant change. Tibia length, femur length, and
bicondylar length of the femur show a more marked increase for the FDB than the other
measurements. As with the female measurements the Hamann-Todd means are quite
similar, with the exception of femur anteroposterior midshaft diameter and iliac breadth.
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Figure 19. Mean values for variables loading in component 1: males.
Additionally, both robusticity and stature showed a positive trend for males.
ANOVA displayed a significant variation over time for pubis length at p = .023 and
femoral anteroposterior midshaft diameter at p = .034. Results for linear regression
analysis for male stature can be found below in Figure 20.
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Figure 20. Regression line for male stature (em) and time. The linear regression
equation is y = 0.0256x + 123.94, R 2 = 0.053.
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Although there is a positive change in stature over time between the populations
utilized for this investigation, the R2 value for linear regression is low. Mean stature of
comparative populations can be found in Table 10.
Table 10
Male Comparative Stature Averages (in em)

Collection

N

Year

Stature Average

Catoctin

7

1770-1840

171.6

FABC

34

1822-1843

172.2

Freedman's

141

1869-1907

171.2

Cedar Grove

14

1890-1927

177.2

360

1822-1943

170.23

Terry

The trend in mean male stature for the populations analyzed in this study parallels
that of females in that they both displayed a clear increase over time. Cedar Grove,
again, displays the greatest stature average; it is larger than any of the other populations
with the closest value being that of the FDB. African Burial Ground stature mean for
males was around 169cm, as with the African Burial Ground females the average was
calculated by combining individual male stature values.
Component 2. The variables in this component display the interaction of
transverse measurements and long bone diameters associated with positive increases in
robusticity and body size over time. The variables that loaded in this component are the
circumference at the tibial nutrient foramen, maximum diameter at the tibial nutrient
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foramen, minimum circumference of the tibia, midshaft circumference of the tibia,
mediolateral diameter at the tibial nutrient foramen, femoral anteroposterior
subtrochanteric diameter, and midshaft circumference of the femur. Raw measurement
means for Component 2 are reported in Figure 21.

Tibia: Circum.
Nutrient For.
Tibia: M-L Diameter
Nutrient For.

• Pre-1900 H-T
• Post-1900 H-T

Tibia: A-P Diameter
Nutrient For.

• FDB

Femur: Midshaft Cir.
0
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Figure 21. Mean values for variables loading in component 2: males.
The averages that displayed the greatest variability for Component 2 indicate that,
as with a majority of the other measurements, the FDB had the largest values in most
instances. In the case of these measurements the pre-and post-1900 H-T populations are
more variable, with pre-1900 H-T exhibiting greater averages than post-1900 H-T. One
major exception is tibia mediolateral diameter at the nutrient foramen, for which post1900 H-T has a greater mean. ANOVA, however, displayed no significance for these
measurements. Results for male robusticity linear regression can be found in Figure 22.
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Figure 22. Linear regression for male robusticity. The Linear Regression Equation is
y = 0.0397x + 47.408, R2 = 0.0877.
Component 3. Component 3 is comprised entirely of negative correlation scores

for the variables that loaded: femoral epicondylar breadth, intercondylar notch height,
diameter of femur head, maximum distal epiphyseal breadth of the tibia, and maximum
proximal epiphyseal breadth of the tibia. ANOVA indicated that of these variables two
were statistically significant: intercondylar notch height at p = .004 and maximum
proximal epiphyseal breadth of the tibia at p = .000. These negative variables loading in
the PCA may indicate that transverse measurements are displaying greater changes in
bone size than measurements located at either the proximal or distal end of the femur and
tibia. Significant variable averages for males are displayed in Figure 23.
While all variables loaded negatively in Component 3, only the tibial distal
epiphyseal breadth and femur epicondylar breadth varied significantly among the three
populations utilized in the PCA. Again, the FDB displays the greatest gains over time,
and pre-and post-1900 H-T values are quite similar, especially in the distal epiphyseal
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breadth of the tibia. Epicondylar breadth indicates that post-1900 H-T experienced a
decrease for this measurement after the pre-1900 H-T population.

Tibia: Distal
Epiphyseal
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Figure 23. Mean values for variables loading in component 3: males.

The increase in these variables is strange considering that they, along with
maximum proximal epiphyseal breadth, diameter of the femur head, and notch height,
loaded negatively. The other three measurements not included in the chart did not exhibit
change at all. Notch height could be calculated only for Hamann-Todd, but it displayed
no change at 29, and maximum proximal epiphyseal breadth stayed at 79 for all three
populations. The fact that epicondylar breadth and distal epiphyseal breadth means are
increasing over time, and yet loading negatively in the PCA, is perplexing.
The statistical methods utilized imply that change is occurring over time among
these populations, most notably among sets of measurements that have been shown to
have a correlation to robusticity and stature. The Principal Component Analysis displays
surprising trends in transverse measurements, long bone lengths and pubis measurements,
which could help to draw pertinent conclusions about how population morphology was
being impacted by mechanical workload and other environmental factors . The ANOVA
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and descriptive statistics also support that transverse measurements, and lengths for both
males and females are changing significantly over time, which are reflective of what is
being seen in the PCA. Expectations for these patterns of morphology change will be
explored in the next chapter.
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CHAPTERV
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This research examined changes in skeletal morphology in the Newton, HamannTodd, and Forensic Databank populations, each spanning a unique time period. The
impact of ancestry and the environment on the femur, tibia, and pelvis was analyzed to
determine patterns of change among these populations. This chapter will discuss the
results of the study and compare them to those seen in other investigations of the same
nature.
Defining Race
Both social and biological factors influence methods for defining race. In
anthropology, it is imperative to take note of these distinctions, as the societal definition
of race may not truly reflect admixed groups. Perspectives on defining race and human
variation did not become a divisive issue until 1918, with the release of the first volume
of the American Journal ofPhysical Anthropology.
Caspari (2009) explains three viewpoints represented in this 1918 issue: those of
Hooton, Boas, and Hrdlicka. Hooton's approach is to exemplify taxonomic assumptions
involving race, Hrdlicka presents the conception of racial anthropology as a method for
the eugenics movement, and Boas takes an entirely different approach by utilizing a
nonracial methodology to assess variation by testing racial features and assumptions of
the type concept (Caspari, 2009). Biological and social concepts of race were not
considered separate in 1918, nor are they now (Caspari, 2009). One difference between
past and present views on race is that previously races and types were used
synonymously, having been classified by Linnaeus and Blumenbach. These
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classifications reflected numerous European biases (Caspari, 2009). In order to resolve
issues involving race, challenges must continue to be made to the race concept. This can
be accomplished by rigorously testing hypotheses involving the processes that cause
differences between groups and how the ensuing population relationships are accurately
modeled (Caspari, 2009).
Biological race is defined as "a division of a species which differs from other
divisions by the frequency with which certain hereditary traits appear among its
members" (Ousley, Jantz, & Freid, 2009, p. 68). Biological races share inherited traits
that make them distinct from other groups. These biological traits make it easier for
forensic anthropologists to identify individuals based on racial categories (Ousley et al.,
2009). Cranial morphology is the typical method utilized in determining race, as
individuals of African biological affinity will have a different morphology compared to
European-or Asian-descended individuals (Ousley et al., 2009). This ability to identify
race based upon biological traits certainly does not validate the classic biological races
from antiquated physical anthropology. In fact, with the development of anthropometry
in the late 1880s, there have been more questions about race, rather than alleviating the
need for racial categories. The same issue has stemmed from genetics; instead of
challenging the race concept it has spawned more scientific racial traits (Armelagos &
Van Gerven, 2003, p. 55).
In anthropology race is viewed as a cultural construct; because of this, biological
ancestry is sometimes at odds with social constructs. The question of race as a tool for
understanding human behavior has long been an issue in anthropology (Armelagos &
Van Gerven, 2003). Race has continued to remain a core concept in anthropology and is
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still the primary method for explaining past and present human variation (Armelagos &
Van Gerven, 2003, p. 54). Pollitzer (1999) said it best: "Some anthropologists deny the
reality of race at all, seeing only gradations; others view race as a division of mankind,
more-or-less isolated, geographically or culturally, whose gene pool differs from that of
other groups. Races are no longer seen as static, rigid, and qualitative, but rather as
dynamic, relative, and quantitative, shifting over time with no clear boundaries"
(Pollitzer, 1999, p. 14). It is also vital to remember that African Americans were forced
into a group based more on skin color and less on parentage, and this will be reflected in
historic skeletal records.
Hypothesis 1
The first hypothesis proposed that Newton would be the least admixed population
and that later groups would show admixture values trending more towards North
American Indians and Europeans. This was generally supported by this investigation. In
considering Native American admixture, none of the populations utilized in this study
exhibited platymeric proportions similar to those ofNorth American Indians, indicating
little genetic influence from this group. Amerindians in the Caribbean would have
exhibited platymaria as well. Individuals of Asian descent are consistently more
platymeric than European-or African-descended populations (Gill, 2001; Wescott,
2006b). Although averages for the American populations are trending towards North
American Indians, they are still well above the sectioning point of 84 used in Wescott' s
(2006b) study. The population mean closest to 84 was the Forensic Data Bank, which is
a more geographically diverse group that may involve quite a few individuals from the
South. In the American South prior to the Civil War, there were numerous
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intermarriages between African Americans and American Indians (Rose, 1985).
Southern populations, like Cedar Grove, contained individuals that displayed cranial
proportions indicative ofNorth American Indian ancestry (Rose, 1985).
The Newton individuals seemed to have experienced little European admixture.
Recent research conducted on Newton in both undergraduate and graduate studies has
further lent support to low admixture rates. Greenemeier (2012) found that discrete
dental traits in Newton individuals indicated little influence from imported slaves,
Europeans, or Amerindian laborers. Munson (2012) also conducted a biodistance study
utilizing Newton dentition and 19 comparative populations. Admixture at Newton
ranged between 5.4% and 10.3%, but European genetic admixture seemed to provide
little contribution to Newton (Munson 2012). European admixture seems to have had a
more pronounced impact on African American genetics over time as evidenced by the
crural indices, which indicate that male and female averages are trending towards
European proportions. Nineteenth-century slums in the Cleveland area would have
placed African Americans, and European immigrants in close quarters (Miller &
Wheeler, 1997), and admixture may have increased because of these living arrangements.
After 1915, the crural index data suggests a trend away from European genetic
contributions. As the FDB contains individuals from the South, the results of this
investigation are perhaps displaying reduced European admixture rates. Southern
African American groups have European admixture estimates of around 10% or fewer
while Northern populations might exceed 30% (Wienker, 1987). These geographical
variations may explain why the FDB was displaying a tendency towards African
proportions.
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There should be some consideration for an environmental component at work.
Holliday and Ruff (200 1) explain that crural index variation is mainly caused by distal
limb segment lengths, and distal limb segment length can be impacted by the
environment as well as genetics. The present research seems to indicate that temporal
variation is trending towards larger femur-to-stature ratios, fitting more with European
standards, and this is likely related to genetics rather than to the environment. Over the
past 160 years, African Americans have consistently had longer tibia relative to height
compared to European Americans, even in instances of poor nutrition or healthcare,
indicating a strong genetic component is at work in crural index variation (Holliday &
Ruff, 2001, p. 32).
The platymeric and crural indices proved to be quite successful for this
investigation compared to other methods utilized for identifying admixture levels.
Wescott and Srikanta (2008) confirm the validity of the platymeric index for determining
whether individuals are Native American or American Black/White in both forensics and
bioarchaeology, although Blacks and Whites are not distinguishable with this method.
The fact that crural indices indicate a trend towards European values is also supported by
Holliday and Ruff (200 1), as well as by other biological distance and historical studies.
Hypothesis 2
The second hypothesis proposed that individuals in later populations would be
getting taller and more gracile. More recent groups are expected to have experienced
decreases in workload and increases in nutritional intake compared to Newton. It was
also hypothesized that there would be a reduction in stature after pre-1900 Hamann-Todd
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due to environmental factors, followed by a recovery period with the highest stature
averages in the Forensic Data Bank group. The Principal Component Analysis indicated
that several groups of measurements were clustering together in patterns, and for the most
part these measurements have positive associations. The analysis identified a significant
interaction between the pelvis and long bone transverse measurements and lengths, which
has been supported in other investigations. In DiBennardo and Taylor (1983), a PCA was
conducted on femoral and pelvic diameters of Terry collection Whites, Blacks and North
American Indians; they noted positive factor loadings associated with changes in size. A
majority of components in this analysis were clustering variables positively, indicating an
increase in those diameters over time, with the exception of component 3 for males,
which was the only component to load negative variables.
Stature averages indicate a trend in increasing height over time for males and
females. The PCA and raw measurements also support gains in height; both present a
positive change in femoral and tibial lengths for the 19th and 20th century populations.
Newton females had the highest stature values, whereas Newton males were shorter than
subsequent populations. The tall heights for Newton females may be due to the small
sample size so this may not be an adequate representation of the females at Newton.
Contrary to the hypothesis there was no significant reduction in size for post-1900
Hamann-Todd for males or females. However, in the pre-1900 group there is a drop in
mean female stature. According to Bogin (1999), prior to 1850 in the U.S. mortality rates
for children in urban areas, such as Cleveland, were quite high. Around the year 1900
because of advances in sanitation, water treatment and food preservation, the quality of
life for urban children increased leading to improvements in stature and overall health.
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Jantz and Jantz (1999) explain that, in the mid to late 19th century, there was a reduction
in stature for both Whites and Blacks, followed by recovery in the early 20th century.
This may account for what is evidenced by the post-1900 Hamann-Todd and Forensic
Data Bank stature means. In the investigation on secular change conducted by Jantz and
Jantz (1999), they found more variation in the stature of White individuals over time, but
overall Black individuals maintained heights greater than or equal to their White
counterparts throughout the end of the 19th century and in to the mid-20th century.
In comparing height averages seen in this study to other populations, it became
apparent that males and female size varied little over time. There seemed to be little
increase in height until Cedar Grove, which displayed a marked increase in averages for
both sexes. The notable differences between the contemporaneous populations of Cedar
Grove and Hamann-Todd (pre-and post-1900) may have a lot to do with nutritional
variation and overall health disparity. Slave diets cannot be evaluated for the South as a
whole as each geographical area is unique (Rose, 1985). However, the Cedar Grove
individuals living in Southwest Arkansas were supported by the "verdant Red River
ecosystem," and this area would have provided access to game and fertile soil before and
after emancipation (Rose, 1985, p. 147). According to Steckel (1986), slave children
typically had statures comparable or below those seen in the poorest populations of
developing countries. Low growth rates seen in Barbadian slaves may be due to
childhood nutritional stress resulting from weaning practices, as evidenced by high rates
of linear enamel hyperplasia (Handler & Corruccini, 1986).
Contrarily, American slaves exhibited a remarkable catch up growth during
adolescence. By around age 16, male slaves were taller than contemporary factory
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workers in both Russia and England, the poor ofltaly, and German peasants (Steckel,
1986). As adults, their height exceeded values found in aristocrats in Stuttgart, and were
less than one inch shorter than the non-laboring classes of England. Female slaves
followed similar patterns, and the difference among all of these populations was the
amount of catch-up growth exhibited by American slaves (Steckel, 1986, p. 728).
Historical records indicate that infant and childhood diet was quite poor, and catch-up
growth is thought to begin during late adolescence and post-adolescence when children
began entering the labor force. At this point slave owners began providing greater
amounts of protein to their slaves (Steckel, 1986).
Several researchers have stated that with better nutrition, stature increases,
especially with improved prenatal nutrition as stature variation occurs early in life (Jantz
& Jantz, 1999). Historically the earlier populations utilized in this study would not have

been receiving adequate daily nutrition compared to individuals in the mid to late 1900s.
However, utilizing stature is not always the best method in determining the health of a
population (Shogren, Turner, & Perroni, 1989). It has been shown that even in instances
of malnutrition there are still gains in height (Jantz & Jantz, 1999). Differential growth
identified in this investigation could be due to a suite of factors, such as improved
nutrition, better healthcare or genetics.
In addition to height, changes in skeletal shape also showed intriguing variations
over time in the African American populations under investigation. In general, the
averages indicated that individuals were becoming more robust over time, which was
contrary to expectations. Newton is the least robust population followed by post-1900
Hamann-Todd, and males and females tend to follow the same pattern. Wescott's
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(2006a) analysis of robusticity spanning the last 150 years indicated a marked increase in
body size, especially with midshaft shape, specifically mediolateral rather than
anteroposterior change. Wescott (2006b) noted that females exhibited greater
mediolateral robusticity over time and relatively stable anteroposterior diameters. The
raw measurements for this investigation indicate that both the anteroposterior diameter
and mediolateral diameter of the midshaft increased.
Interestingly, the females were displaying greater robusticity proportional to mass
compared to the males in all populations. Ruff (1987) has noted that, in White American
industrialized populations, there is little sexual dimorphism in robusticity between males
and females, which might be the case for the similar values seen in the present research.
Tise (20 10) has also noted that American Blacks and Whites do not present much sexual
dimorphism of the lower limbs. In this study, the fact that women exhibit a greater ratio
ofrobusticity may be caused by having similar workloads to males. Women in
Caribbean slave plantations had to manage many ofthe same activities as men, especially
field work (Madrigal, 2006). Many females in Cleveland had to work long hours in
garment factories, which was not casual labor (Miller & Wheeler, 1997). Post-1900
Hamann-Todd males and females may have increased in height, but they may also not
have been getting adequate nutrition during childhood development this would have
prevented bone robusticity from increasing, which might account for the dip in
robusticity for both groups. Linear enamel hypoplasia (LEH) was present in HamannTodd Whites and Blacks, and when compared to living populations in Cleveland, there
was evidence of a reduction in LEH prevalence. However, there was not any indication
of one specific etiology causing LEH in the population, but the reduction over time is
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thought to be related to increased nutrition and decreased childhood diseases that are
associated with LEH (El-Najjar, Desanti, & Ozeberk, 1978). Higher rates ofLEH for the
Hamann-Todd population support the fact that they were a stressed population, due to
poor nutrition and diseases.
Both males and females in the Forensic Data Bank may be experiencing the
effects of sedentary jobs, which can cause greater weight gain from fat rather than muscle
mass. Modem American averages in body fat for males are around 15% to 17% while
muscle mass is approximately 40%; for females body fat is about 24% to 26% with
muscle mass percentages in the 35% to 37% range (Bogin, 1999). Obesity rates in the
United States have been steadily increasing, particularly after the 1960's as evidenced by
data from the National Center for Health Statistics (Zagorsky, 2005). The percentage of
Black females with BMI's over 30 rose from 28% in the 1960's to almost 40% by the
mid 1990' s. Obesity rates for Black males have not been as dramatic; rising from around
12% in the 1960's to just over 20% in the mid 1990's (Zagorsky, 2005). If female body
fat is on average greater for the populations utilized in this investigation, then perhaps
women had more robust bones to support higher body fat percentages. In an
investigation on whether weight increases bone size, it was noted that the heavier an
individual is, the more their limbs compensate, particularly with increases in femoral
shaft diameter (Agostini & Ross, 2011). Female and male robusticicy are greater in the
Forensic Data Bank compared to Hamann-Todd, and this is possibly the result of greater
weight gain due to diets high in fat and a more sedentary lifestyle (Agostini & Ross,
2011) rather than the effects of increased muscle mass due to workload. The increases in
transverse measurement averages for the FDB support the feasibility of a positive change
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in the environment. A reduction in mobility for the FDB is supported by the greater
mediolateral midshaft and subtrochanteric diameters.
Wescott (2006b) has found that females in non-mobile populations (American
Blacks and Whites) from the pre and post 1900' s had greater femur rnidshaft robusticity
than males and the opposite was occurring in mobile populations (North American
Indians). Variation between mobile hunter-gatherers and non-mobile industrial
populations may be due to a reduced anterior-posterior bending strength among males.
The problem with robusticity is that it is not merely as basic as Wolff's mathematical
treatment of bone remodeling due to stress, which is why "bone functional adaptation" is
more commonly used in place of "Wolffs Law." There is evidence supporting a
considerable influence on robusticity from heritability, diet, hormonal status,
reproduction, marrow storage and bone mineral absorption in the gut (Ruff et al., 2006, p.
494).
Over the past 100 years, there have been significant improvements in nutrition
and overall quality of life. With the development of antibiotics in the 1930's and public
health investments, height and bone mass began to increase after having declined
significantly in the 1800's (Costa & Steckel, 1997). Bone size and length tend to scale
positively with each other (Jantz & Jantz, 1999) which may account for the proportional
changes in stature and robusticity in this investigation. The methods for identifying
environmental impact on these populations were quite successful; however, several
approaches utilized presented complications.
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Intraobserver Error and Method Problems
Intercondylar notch height proved problematic for this investigation, considering
that so many individuals, especially females, were identified as White. It seems likely
that notch height more strongly correlates to femur size, rather than ancestry.
Additionally, Baker and colleagues (1990) point out the surface on which the
measurement is taken can affect the accuracy of notch height measurements.
Intraobserver error can also be a problematic issue with notch height since it seems that
many factors can throw off the measurement.
Moreover, using discriminant function and

i

to identify admixture levels also

proved challenging. There were only 59 Hamann-Todd males to be utilized for this
method and 3 Newton males, and of these 81% were identified as Black. This could
indicate that admixture is at play, or that the individuals who mathematically are
considered White may have been identified as Black based more on skin color and the
one drop rule. In I~can and Cotton's (1990) investigation utilizing this method, they had
higher success rates, and out of 49 Black males 93% were correctly identified. While
they also used the Hamann-Todd collection, I~can and Cotton were not testing for
admixture and had fewer Black male individuals.
Another limitation of this investigation was the small sample size for Newton; it
is difficult to obtain an accurate population representation when there are only a few
individuals that can be utilized for certain calculations. Also, the absence of other more
strictly "African" populations to compare to Hamann-Todd and the Forensic Data Bank
may have hindered this study in accurately obtaining a precise picture of admixture
variation.
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Despite the issues that arose, the analysis of post-cranial remains for biological
distance research should not be discounted. At times, the post-cranial skeleton may be
the only source of information for individuals that have incomplete cranial remains, or
lack them entirely. There is much to be learned from the study of population changes
over time due to morphological variation in the post-cranial skeleton. Tracing admixture
and environmental change through metric skeletal analyses can help to shed light on how
dynamic human variation truly is, both in the United States and the rest of the world.
Conclusions
The purpose of this study was to examine changes in the skeletal morphology of
four temporally distinct New World African-descended populations. The methods
utilized to explore admixture in this study were chosen to assess the extent to which
European and North American Indian genetics might have contributed to these groups.
Additional methods selected were used to assess the role of environmental variation, such
as nutrition and workload. The post-cranial skeleton, because of its scarce usage in
secular studies, was selected to emphasize the validity of examining post-cranial bones
for this sort of research when the crania may not be available.
The results of this study have indicated that the populations under investigation
are displaying signs of both genetic and environmental change over time. While the
intercondylar notch height and discriminant function analyses proved inadequate to this
research endeavor, the platymeric and crural indices were more useful. The platymeric
index showed that individuals are beginning to trend towards means more commonly
associated with North American Indians. However, it appears that North American
Indian genetics were not affecting these populations to any great extent.
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The crural index results indicated that European admixture had a greater impact
on these populations. Post-1900 Hamann-Todd in particular displayed crural index
proportions relating to European markers. The evidence for greater rates of European
genetics in the post-1900 H-T group may be indicative ofthe geographical area, which
was a melting pot of European groups and Americans (Miller & Wheeler, 1997). The
hypothesis was supported considering that the later populations seem to be trending away
from the West African Newton population. It is unfortunate that other tests for admixture
were not successful. However, the methods utilized for environmental analysis proved
beneficial for this study.
Environmental variation in these populations was indicated by stature, robusticity
and the principal component analysis. There is evidence supporting the impact of a suite
of factors on bone size and shape. Stature findings seem to confirm an overall positive
trend in height. This corresponds with historical information regarding increases in
population health, and nutrition in the United States after the start of the 20th century.
Although the changes in stature over time are statistically insignificant, the fact that the
post-1900 Hamann Todd group and FDB are both displaying increases in height is likely
due to environmental change related to improvements in living conditions and nutrition.
Comparative stature means from other populations displayed similar trends, although
Cedar Grove was remarkably taller than any of the populations. The superior ecology of
that region of Southwestern Arkansas may have led to increased height (Rose, 1985).
The pattern of stature values for populations in this analysis support the hypothesis and
are evidence for a positive change in environment.
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Robusticity also indicated a positive change over time, which did not support the
original hypothesis. After further analysis, it became evident that robusticity may have
increased in these populations as a result of factors unrelated to workload. Weight gain
linked to sedentism may have had an impact on increasing femoral bone width in the
FDB population. The heavier an individual becomes, the larger the transverse
dimensions of their femur get (Agostini & Ross, 2011). Rising rates in weight gain over
time would also account for the increase in almost all transverse measurement means of
the femur. Increases in average height have also been shown to influence bone diameter
(Jantz & Jantz, 1999), and populations were getting taller in this study. Increases in bone
size and shape were also supported by the PCA.
The principal component analysis displayed positive variable loads for almost all
of the measurements indicating a positive change over time. Examination of discriminant
function data for each measurement corroborated the results of the PCA. A majority of
measurements were increasing with the FDB often displaying the largest means. The
PCA and other methods utilized to analyze environmental difference between groups
proved fairly successful, and coupled with the methods for admixture analysis helped to
improve the understanding for variation between African descended groups in the New
World.
This study has shown that the African American experience in the United States
has been influenced by both admixture and effects of the surrounding environment.
Unfortunately, it is difficult to tease apart which of these factors contributed most to
impacting these populations. Several aspects of this investigation could have been
approached differently. A larger sample size and more populations covering a greater
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geographic region of the U.S. would have helped to put the results in to better perspective
by determining if similar trends were present in several other areas. This study could
have also benefited from the assessment of additional post-cranial elements; this would
have broadened the number of comparative studies that could have been incorporated.
Future research could be conducted to determine the extent of African American
biological distance in the United States by covering a greater length of time and more
populations, including anthropometry of living populations in the United States.
Additional admixture analyses could be performed utilizing genetic data to determine the
extent of variation present in the remains and the origins of the populations that
contributed to these gene pools. Environmental impact on African populations in the
Americas could be further assessed via the evaluation of degenerative joint disease and
musculoskeletal stress markers. The inclusion of these additional methods and a more
diverse sample size would contribute to furthering the understanding of the impacts of
biological distance on African descended populations. Furthermore, Newton and other
Caribbean slave populations could continue to act as base groups for comparison as there
are not many complete West African skeletal collections to assess.
In summary, the pattern of morphological changes seen in African American
populations, in this study, has revealed much about their experiences over the last three
hundred years. Their lives were often unrecorded in historical records, but work such as
this adds insight in to what life might have been like for these individuals, particularly for
those surviving emancipation and escaping the South for better prospects in Northern
cities. This investigation can also help to enlighten patterns of genetic and environmental
change with methods analyzing the post-cranial skeleton rather than just the crania.
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